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HAYWOOD

BOARDMAKES

Yard.

Newport, R. I., May 16. Frequent
messages ent during the night by
means of a submarine signalling ap
paratus from the (submarine
boats
and Octopus, which were sent
coaling
to the bottom off the naval
station's deep water wharf at Brad
ford last night, brought assurances
to the members of the naval trial
hoard that everything was In good
condition on board the submarines.
Suitors Take a Rest,
The messages stated that the men
watches, be
were taking four-homuch
tween which they secured
rest.
They were In good spirits, the air
was perfect and they were thorouga- ly comfortable.
Twenty-fou- r
Hours' Trial.
According to the arrangements for
test of the
the twenty-four-hoability of submarines while under
water, these boats will remain upon
the bottom until late this afternoon.
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ARK THE FEATURES.
Special to The Citizen.
Estancia, N. M., May 16. One Joe
upon the
Doe, rellecting dishonor
worthy city of Haufmau. Texas, by
claiming it as his home, has been in
this place for some days endeavoring
to cast his base reflections upon us.
At present Mr. Doe Is putting up at
Calaboose hotel, and though ha
th,"t his quarters are Bruall and
' j ' r.rr
iua' uut ,ts,K"..i
as a human being he actually claims
kinship with tho human race he will
undoubtedly remain at the aforementioned hostelry for an Indefinite
period of time, God willing, and if
the walls and bars can hold him.
Joe came here without recommendations or references of any kind,
and on the strength of his face we
admit that he has a strong face
proceeded to execute his base designs
upon a fair and unoffending member
He ob
of our community,
tained $lo from a young lady em
We won't
ployed In a local hotel.
mention her name. He obtained this
money, which represented the sav
ings of a lifetime as far as the life
has gone, and may the young lady
live to experience a more kindly rate
than sudden death at her present acknowledged age of sixteen summers
under false pretences. He told the
aforementioned young woman, who is
now in the flower of her credulity
that he owned a bank In the prosperous town of Haufmau and that he
had come away without his check
hook. He intimated that he needed
just $160 to buy a cigar and get his
laundry away from "Charlie, and he
showed his laundry ticket to substan
tiate the story. The poor girl bit.
The young lady's father, who Is a
handy man with the pen and the
hotel stationery is free wrote to
Haufman, Texas, to learn a few facts
appertaining to the said Joe Doc.
He didn't learn anything about the
person in question, for the good peo
ple of Haufman had never heard of
From this Mr.
such an Individual.
surmised that Joe
Washington in
George
was
not a
Doe
veracity and had him pinched by the
arm of the law, or the fingers of au
thority I forget which. Anyway
Joe Is safe, though in good spirits
Joe's record here since he got the
The
$160 has been picturesque.
man Is said to drink to excess at
least he was drunk every day up to
the time of his urrest.
coin-plul-
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Diagram shows the dally march
Jury will take, the position of the cottage that will be their home, how
they win reach the court room and
where they will take their daily recreation.
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JURY

Ilolse, Mav 16. A cottage across
the street from the court house has
been fixed upon as the home for the
Haywood Jury. In order to get It a
liberal bonus was paid the family liv
ln there to vacate for the period of
the trial.
The house was selected
because it is close and convenient
and will enable the Jury to live in
comfort.
Sheriff Shad Hodgln has both a
personal and official interest In this
matter of the Jury. He served,awhile back, as member of the JuryIn a criminal case, and he knows
what "roughing if 'means. He In
tend thn the men having to stand
!
siege In this
the long
r
degree of
shall fiv?
f
comfort. .V took will prepare trw
ineals at the cottage, and every Juror
will sleep in a bed. The great court
house lawn will nftord them a place
ror exercise.
The sheriff will adopt extraordi
nary precautions to prevent a mis
trial through even the appearance of
misconduct on the part of the jury
To that end four special bailiffs will
guard them day and night.
A stairway has been constructed at
the rear of the court house, so that
the jurors will not come In contact
with the crowd In the corridor of the
building. They will pass from the
court room through Judge Wood's
private office, down the specl.il stair
way and across the lawn and the
street to the cottage.
As an Instance of the care which
must be exercised, the Vheriff cites
a case that recently figured In tne
courts. A bailiff was conducting
Jurors In a criminal case through
the streets to a restaurant, when
one of the "good men and true
stepped nround the corner to buy a
cigar. There wjis no evidence that
In fact
he had been "approached."
lie had not been spoken to about the
case, but he had been out of the
bailiff's sight, and the Judge set aside
the verdict.
In the matter of Haywood the
sheriff will guard against the slightest slip that might give ground for
criticism.
FIRED

k':'

BIRD

ARE BEING TAKEN IIP BY CITY PEOPLE

Quartslte-Twe- lve

COTTAGE

SHOT

AT CHARIVARI

PARTY

lllit
ItOWKI) IMM S1 KIOl Sl.Y I'Olt
THE CHARGE OF LEAD.
Poughkeepsle. N. Y.. Mav 16.
During a charivari in Red Hook, sev
eral days ago, Frederick W. Dee, a
young married man, fired a charge of
bird shot Into a crowd of young men.
Several of those who were injured
belong to prominent families in the
town.
Mr. Lee, who is a wholesale lumber
merchant, married Miss Anna Rogers
Hendricks of Ited Hook, on April 24.
Merrymakers met him on his return
from his honeymoon and Insisted upon having a glimpse of his bride. He
warned the crowd that he would
shoot if the men did not disperse and
was met with Jeers, He then brought
Physicians
out his gun and fired.
have been busy since picking lead.
PIIYSICIWS HAVE SINCE

CONSPIRACY IV DIVORCE CASE
Tllli DOWNFALL Of AURA-HAil. Ill MM EI..
New York, May 16. With decision
of Chief Justice Cullen, of the court
of appeals. In which he refused to
grant Abraham H. Hummel a certificate of reasonable doubt as to the DICE GAME THE
validity of his conviction for conspiracy in the Dodge-Mors- e
divorce
case, comes the passing of one of the
CAUSE OF WH1TECAPS
noted figures amung New
York's
criminal lawyers.
Hummel was Indicted two years
ILLINOIS HOY SKi:Ui:i.Y Willi'-I'- l
C'go.
l! Kill HOIJ.1NG Tilt
His fight to escape Jail has had.
HONKS.
few equals in criminal history of
Hlooniington.
III., May
16.
Five
The last hope Is now dashed and
masked men appeared early today at
lie must serve a year in jail.
Kllettsvllle, this county, bound and
gagged the town marshal and took
i.lM llll. ASSEMBLY
keys from hi inand secured the
ills
OF IUIE.SHYTERIAN.S.
only prisoner.
Morris, whom
Birmingham.
Ala.. May 18. The they dragged to Oscar
the nearest tree and
general assembly of the Presbyterian whipped
severely.
church convened here today. The
Morris is the son ..f a highly re
general assembly is the governing
r
spected
aii.l
family
body of the Presbyterian denomination and will be in session in this caught in a dice game.
city for ten or twelve days. On account of the many vital questions III I F ONI KssiNd TO
now confronting the church the meetmi: die nk .ii nv
ing will be of special interest and
importance.
May 16. Ale e
The proposed federaiviri Kr iih
tion of the sou'.hern and northern
ruham lluef uili ij.i before the
Presbyterian churches will come up e Ki.'Hi Juiv lhi aft. rno. hi und
for final consideration. The assembly
testify.
brings here a very large number of
The pro?-e- i u: i, s:iys that
notMayor
ininisierti. and ime of the most
e
Siiimllz will lie the next
ed divines there are in the denomito confes.
e
nation, 'tile opening meeting was atKuef'K appearance before the
tended by a very large number of
grand Jury is expected to propeople, from Una city and all the
dure another batch of indict- towns in Alabama, and many from
nients gainst prominent people, e
distant title in the south.
New-York-

a-

JURT.

DON'T SULTAN WILL PAY FOR

WANT ARBITRATION

MURDER

OE

FORJHEIRS
Patrick Connor Says That the France Will Continue to 0c
cupy Moroccan Territory
Union Can Fight Its
Own Battles.
Until Final Settlement.
WASHINGTON

LETTER FROM FEZ
TO FRENCH MINISTER

CAN ATTEND

TO ITS OWN BUSINESS
,
York, Mar 16- Patrick
chairman of the executive committee of the longshoremen's union
said today that tho longshoremen
were not going to appeal to Washing
ton t aid them in dealing with the
steamship companies.
He added that the men did nit
want arbitration unci did not contem
plate an appeal to J. Bruce Ismay,
president of the International Mer
car.tlle company, wlo It due to ar- nv. here today..

New

fcuffocated.

baca Tegs murderTO TELL
;

THE TRUTH

HOME OF THE HAYWOOD

LONGSHOREMEN!

New York. May
16.
New
Ten
York firemen risked their lives this
morning to save six of their comrades, who had been overcome by
smoke in the hold of a burning oil
burge.
The fire, thought to have been
started by spontaneous combustion,
started among oil barrels deep down
In the ship.
Six firemen descended
Into the hold nnd were cutting
through a partition In the boat's body
to get at the flames. They succeeded
and as the aperture was made smoke
and names came through in such
volume that they were unable to escape back to the deck.
It was then that those on deck took
their lives in their hands to rescue
their comrades. The fire was finally
extinguished hut as a result six men
are ill from burns and having been
overcome. The rescuers were nearly

esses

of
18. The sultan
Paris, May
Morocco has decided to comply with
French demands for reparation as
result of the murder of Dr. Mau- champ, according to a letter from
Fes. handed to the French minister
at Tangier.
The fact was communicated to the
cabinet at a meeting held today.
The minister decided to await the
reception ot tha full text of tin
before arriving at a decision as to
whether the settlement is satlsfac
SIIIXBV Tl'HR COMPANY CASK
tory.
tiOKS 1XJ GUAM) JtltY
In ary case tiie occupation of
May
16. The
case
Ptltsburg,
will continue until an absolute
against J. Jay Dunn and Charles L.. Oudja
Close, ollicials of the Shelby Tube settlement has been reached.
company, who are charged with con
Ti IMKEC
spiring to defraud the government by TEXAS FUN ERAAND
KMUAIjMERS
TOHS
shipping Imperfect boiler tubes for
San Antonio, Tex., May 16. The
use on warships, was given to the twenty-first
annual convention of the
jury today.
Directors and
The judge's charge seemed to fa- - Texas Funeral
met today for a
association
vur tlie defense.
three days' session at liecthoven hall.
President I W. Crouch called the
There were
convention to order.
jbf welcome and responses
LOOKS FAVORABLE FOR address
Corsl-canby
Sutherland,
On the third of the session
the state board of embalmers will examine for license to practice emblam-In- g
SETTLEMENT OF CARin connection with the care and
disposition of dead human bodies.
Con-ners-

lttr

rs'

Victim Was Asked to Select
His Grave-H- ad
Pounds
of Glass Ready

a.

V.
L.
dalles,
representing
the
company,
Occidental Lifo Insurance
returned to the city yesteraay morn - '
lug from Hlllsboro. N. M., where he
spent a week selling Insurance . Mr.
oanes says mat tne muruer trial,
which took place ut Hilluboro last
week, and at which two women were
convicted and sentenced to be hanged. Is the most important murder
trial In the annals of the Sierra county district court.
"It was one of the strangest trials
I ever witnessed, too," said the insurance man.
"I don't believe that Baca, who the
girls say put them up to the murder,
had unythlng to do with it. The day
that he left Hlllsboro for Santa Fe,
afer having been ordered to the penl- he went to the jail, where
the murderesses were confined, and'
asked them if they wouldn't tell the
truth.
" 'I may never see you again girls.'
he said 'Come, tell the truth. You
know that I didn't tell you to kill
Madrid.' "
"With this, he was led away," con- Mr. Galles.
"And I don't
think that he even knew that the '
was to be committed.
The
Madrid woman was In love with him
ana mat was tne motive for the
crime,
"It developed at the trial that on
the evening that the women gave
Madrid the poison they took him for
a walk and took him to the graveyard and asked him to pick out his
grave.
When Judge Parker asked
them why they took him for a walk,
they said that they thought that the
Kough-on-Itawould f'-- t better if
the man was given a little exercise.
"It also developed that the woman
had pounded up some glass to give to
Madrid In case that the poison did
not do the work.
"The negro woman has the reputation of having taken un active part
In a similar poisoning at Silver City
when a man died thee from rat poison.
"The father of the native girl Is
now in jail at Kl Paso for petty larceny.
Some time ago he went from
Silver to El Paso and becoming short of money broke into a butcher shop. There was no money in
the shop that he pould get. so he
carried off a hhow raie and pawned
it. spending the money obtained tor
di ink. The thief was easily detected
unit bulged lii Jail.
Jiulgv
Parker ICcfu-to
Petition.
Judge Parker, who presided over
the trial, and other prominent people
in liilisburo. have refused to sign a
petition lA'ing circulated to have the
sentence of execution commuted to a
n u (h-- ;
sentence of imprisonment.
opinion of Mr. dalles that the sentence of execution will be carried nut.
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United Railways Have Offered
Men $3 for Eight
Hours Work.
.San
May
16. The
Francisco.
un- street car situation remained
changed this morning.
The United Itailrouds ran about the
same number of cars as on yesterday
and no disorder baa been reported
beyond tho arrest of one man for at- tempting to interfere with the
sage of a car.
The report that the Geary street
road, an Independent line, would run
cars this morning, was premature.
A partial agreement to grant the
men )3 for eight hours work has
been made but lacks the signature
of President Iiatt.
President t'ornellen, of the
men's union, ii conferring with the
officers of the company, and is
ftdent that Its 'ars will be started
sometime during the day.
Car-tlnu-

er

M. ItODIKK PROPOSES
N T OF OOLOXItS
1 1 S V I LM A M
Paris, France, May 18. A curious

t

proposition suggesting a complete disarmament of colonies belonging to all
powers except for Interior police purposes, was Introduced by M. Itodlty,
governor-genera- l
of Cochin China, at
a meeting today of the arbitration
committee of parliament.
It declares that arguments against
the general disarmament do not apply In any way to colonies, which
should be placed under the protection
of ull civilized nations.
JIT.Y

W

HEAT

.11

'MI'S

I I YE CENTS TODAY
Chicago, May 16. The wheat mar-

ket experienced another sensational
upturn near the. end of the session
of the board of trade today.
July jumped from the lowest price
and
of the day. 92 Uc to 99V4C
closed five cents over yesterday's final
,
figure-at 9 sc.
Tiie volume of business was

NICKERSON RESIGNS
'

FROM MEXICAN CENTRAL

ilitutiiuttiiii
New Yoik. May 16. II
I:.
Nu kerson, vice president of the

Mexican Central railway,
has
Tr'uty of IVav Approel.
resigned und it is understood
Managua, Nicaragua. May
e th.it he win a.Munif manage- The Nicaragua!! vongiecs, whic n is
mint of the die, lie railroads in
assembled here in extraordinary sesMexico.
n k roi.
sion, yesterday approved the trea'y
successor has not
of peace arranged between Nicaragua e vet Ijeen appointed.
and
1

rich strike of gold has been made
Coyote canyon, Manzano moun
tains, sixteen miles southeast of this
city, by C. Oxendine, who has pros
pected m tnai neighborhood
for
years.
Oxendine was grubstaked bv sev
eral business men in Albuquerque and
tney nave already staked out a number ot claims in the new mining dis
trict.
The strike was made In a prospect
shaft at a depth of fifty feet. The
vein uncovered is said to be twelve
inches thick.
A few days ago Oxendine brought
samples of the ore to this city and
they were assayed by a local assayer.
T.he formation Is uuartslte. or sedi
mentary rock. The shaft is close to
the top of one of the numerous pro- monltorles of granite lying between
Coyote and Hell canyons, close to the
former. . Though it may be consid
ered only a prospect, it Is a very
promising one, and a renewal of Interest in the Hell canyon district is
certain, for If the vein Increases with
exploitation, It will be a paying proposition. Much ot the ore shows tha
gold to the naked eye.
Assays HcUl Secret.
The assayer would not make public
the percentage of gold In the ore, but
admits that it runs very high. Rumors are to the effect that It will go
1100 to the ton or better. Assays
from other claims run from 115 to
120 a ton.
Samples of the ore were left at the
store of !. C. Kosenfield, on Railroad
avenue, who is interested la the property, und those who have examined
them say they are rich In gold and
also carry a liercentage of copper,
with the usual trace of iron. It Is
free milling ore.
The report of the strike has aroused considerable interest iu the mining camps In the vicinity and It is
said that prospectors from Cerrillos,
dolden, Madrid and San Pedro have
caught the fever and are preparing
to start work iu tho neighborhood on
prospecting holes.
W hen Albuquerque
people learned
of the probabilities of rich ore being
discovered In the Sandias, a number
made hasty trips to the scene and as
a result a number of claims have
been staked out. as near to the Oxendine claim as possible.
Mr. Rosenfield would not give out
any but the mo3t meager details rJf
the strike. He said:
"The thing Is too young yet. Wait
a week and 1 will give you full information on the subject.
of course
we have good claims; we think they
will prove very rich, but it is too
early to make a definite statement.
We have struck a vein of ore twelve
Inches thick, which contains Iron,
copper and gold, and It Is probable
that the vein will widen and be
The
richer as we go down farther.
shaft Is now about fifty feet deep. I
don't care to state how the ore luu
assayed.
speci"We have sent additional
experts
mens to various
analysis,
but have not heard from
for
them yet. I am Interested In the
claims with Oxendine."
SH'CiiiH'ns show Well.
Several specimens of the ore taken
out by Oxendine lay on a show cae
The ore Is
at Rosenfield' store.
very heavy.
William Jetiks. a mining man who
has a large mining experience In this
section of the country, was in th.3
ofiice of Mr. Rosenfield at the time
a Citizen reporter culled. Mr. Jenkn
A

In

WILL LIVE

c.i-s-

CUIUS

Inch Vein is Encoun
tered 50 Feet From Surface-- L.
G. Rosenfield
s
Owns
of Eight Claims Covering immediate District.
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THE

NEW

Rock Formation Is
i

the City Con

taining Nuggets of Yellow Metal
Plainly Visible to the Naked Eye.
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Holse. Idaho, May 16. One of re NEW
FIREMEN
spect for the memory of the late
Judge Edward Nugent, the first judge
of the Ade county district court af
ter Idaho became a state. Judge
E
Wood did not proceed with the trial
of Haywood until 2 o'clock this afternoon.
Judge Nugent died yesterday after
ESCAPE
a lingering Illness. The funeral was
held this morning.
There ts still every reason to hope
that the Jury will be selected by Saturday.
The state has exercised one per- Ten Men Risk Their Lives to
emptory challenge.
Save Six Comrades From
The second chair was vacated by
this first challenge but will likely be
filled as soon as court meets this afCertain Death.
ternoon.
Haywood, who at first paid little
attention to the selection of the Jury
now scans each talesman closely and FIRE IN OIL BARGE
frequently consults with his counsel.
WAS THE DEATH TRAP

REAL SENSATION

TORNEY

a

Two-Third-

ESTANCIA HAS A

Father-of-the-dl-

m

OF TALESMEN EAGERLY

SHIPS
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Perfect.

PRETTY

I

SCANS FACES

Signals Indicate That All Is Well Jury Is Being Housed In Cottage
Outside of Courthouse
Aboard and Air Continues

A

rr

M

Will Remain Under Water Second Chair Vacated by Per
emptory Challenge of
Twenty-Fou- r
Hours Unless
State's Counsel.
Something Breaks.
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COYOTE CANYON IS
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The Evening Cltlarn, In Advance, $5 per T
ly Curriers, IM) rent per month.
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OFF FINGERS

OFJOY
Bryan Wilson Touched Match
to Dangerous Explosive
and is Now in Bed.
As the result of playing with dynamite caps yesterday, Iiyran Wilson,
son of K. N. Wilthe
son, who has offices at the Occidental building on Kaat Hall road avenue,
lost a thumb and two fingers of his
left hand.
The boy, while rumaging through
a house which his father owns on
Hroadway, found a box of caps. Dr.
Wilson, though he was not aware that
the caps were dangerous, cautioned
his son to leave them alone. Dr. Wilson put a few of the caps in his
pocket Intending to find out what they
were when he went to his office. At
4:30 In the afternoon, the doctor re-- 1
celved a telephone message from his
home at 117 South Arno street, urging him to come at once to attend
his son, who had blown off three fingers with dynamite.
Tha doctor's
carriage was at the door of the Occidental building and he drove in
haste to his son. The boy had been
rendered unconscious, but had recovered somewhat by the time the
father arrived.
Ho held up his bleeding fingers, the
from which was partly blown
away. He was put under chloroform
und the doctor performed an operation, amputating the thumb and
first and second fingers to the first
joints. Pieces of the brass rap struck
below the boy's knee, but left no
more than a bruise there.
Contrary to his father's advice.
Itryan Wilson had taken a few of
the brass caps and tried to set them
on" by pounding them with rocks. For
some reason the caps, which were
the dangerous dynamite caps used in
blasting, did not go off; then the boy
and a playmate tried matches to set
them off. This method succeeded with
the above mentioned result.
Said !!'. Wilson: "The boy is now
In lied, but doing well.
He will not
he able to be out for a week."
eight-year-o-

ld

Ss-s-

ANOTHER 'FRISCO dltMTI It
OV THE ('Altl'ET
Francisco, Cal., May 16.
San
Theodore V. Halzey, who was indicted for bribery of the supervisors
in the interest of the Pacific Tele
graph company, was arraigned before
Judge Dunne today an ten Indictments brought against him by Che
grand Jury. The cases were all postponed until May 22.

out-of-to-

of men who are familiar with this
region than when the mtln deposits
are tapped great riches will be found.
The character of the formations

point toward pocket deposits as well
as fissures. With more modern methods of developing, the mines will be
shown for what they are worth. As
yet the surface only has been scratched. It is the experience of Oxendine.
who has one claim to the north of his
last strike, where he has sunk a ISO
foot shaft, that the veins Increase Iti
width and are richer in pay ore the
deeper you go.
Discovery Attract Prospectors.
A number of men went over to the
mountains this morning to locate new
claims in the vicinity of tho Oxendine
diggings. R. McElroy, the real estate
man, 923 Copper avenue, left also to
do some assessment work on a claim
of his near the scene of the last
strike.
John May, a well known
prospector, has claim in this vicinity.
F. H. Kent, the Third street real
estate broker, expressed the opinion
that publicity should not be given
the matter Just yet. He said facts
have not warranted the new field receiving any advertising and that It
would be unwise to create a mining
scare In Albuquerque.
In view of the varying opinions of
men who ought to know something
about the situation, It is impossible to
present the nubile at this time with
any positive statement in regard to
the value of the new strike,
but
enough has been gathered to predict
that the mining region in the neighborhood of this city will be the scene
of renewed activity. For many years
this district has been prospected:
float of the most promising kind has
been found and It Is almost certain
that.when the main line is located R
will be found to be of great richness
in gold. Whe'h
Oxndlu hv v.ructe
this deposit of gold or not, parties
Interested will not say. If they know.
BERNALILLO

COUNTY

DISTRICT

COURT

The Bernalillo district
court to
hear the civil cases docketed for the
present term of court convened this
morning at 9:30 o'clock.
The morning was taken up In Impanelling a
Jury, and when an adjournment was
taken at noon the Jury had not been
secured.
The first ca-- e to be tried was that
of Petronella C. Crnne against James
H. Smith und J. D. Emmons. Smith
is constable for precinct 2i, and Emmons formerly had a furniture store
here, on March 20, 1S06, the plain-ti- n
alleges that she was conducting a
rooming and boarding houe on North
Second street.
That day the two defendants forced their way Into her
house and stripped it of all the furniture, carpets and belongings.
The plaintiff states that the property was all paid for and prays that
she be awarded $1,000 damages and
that the costs of the action be assessed against the defendants.

A divorce suit was filed In the district court this morning by lieltram
ll
Armljo, plaintiff, against Vestora
In his
de Armljo, defendant.
petition the plaintiff alleges that tha
defendant has disregarded her marriage vows by getting drunk and not
caring for their home and child. The
plaintiff prays that he be given an ab
solute divorce and the custody of the
stating that the defendant is
VfZJliSZ.Z?- -.
fit person to care f r a minor.
fused to make any statement what- no Attorneys
Hickey and Moore are
ever In regard to the assay of the ore representing the
plaintiff.
which he had made.
V. W. Wooten, the real estate man
on Gold avenue, who also has min- MILW'Al'kEE SWITORU M I'Olt
Tl'HERtT I.OSIS OPENED.
ing interests in the vicinity of the
new gold strike iu the Sandla moun
Milwaukee. Wis.. May 1. The
for Tubertains, was most optimistic iu his re- Milwaukee Sanitorium
marks about tiie recent develop culosis opened today, and received
patients, a large number upplying for
ments. He said
While the pavilions are
I was over that way a few Sun - j admission.
days ago to locate a claim and I am not ready for occupancy at this time.
familiar with that country.
The the alterations of the central buildand It
rock formations all through that sec- ing have been concluded,
as the tent cottages, will be used
tion Indicate great mineral deposits. wellonce,
giving accommodations for
Prospectors of tills city have gone at
twelve to fifteen patients. The
over every Inch of the mountains in from
men have organized for the
the south of ,antd re county und tne business
purpose of helping the sanitorium aseast of Iternallllo county, and It has sociation
campaign for the sum
always been believed that some duy of 120,000 inIt its
The support of a
be free bed for needs.
a rich mineral deposit would
year is $3oO. Cp to
a
opened up over there.
This region the present there is not
a single free
is in the greal mineral belt that exIn
supported
bed for tuberculosis
tends across Molilalia. Wyoming. Col Milwaukee. There iird owr a thou- There is ....i i v,.,v York ritv. an.l from
orado and New Mexici.
every reason to believe that great iiiii ... r,nu i fhicairo. an 1 thev are
wealth Is concealed m the ground in
t adequate to the needs,
that district.
"I don't know ai.y particular about
this new strike of oxendine s. but
560,000 FIRE AT
am not surprised that a strike
made A rich gold mining camp so
near Albuquerque would mean great
tilings for this city and county,
"The mines at San Pedro, where
they have a smelter, tap the same
mineral dyke as that In Coyote can1 1 1
) M1 1 14 1 1
yon. 1 have prospected north of this
Laramie, Wy
latter place and found float and ore
:i
destroyed
Fire this
at a depth of seven fet, rich In lead
Kingfords Cigar store, ar.d the
with a percentage of silver. The ore
places of Peterson, tailor, the
here is silU ious qu irtz. that Is, silica
Miller Jewelry store. Eggleston's
of lime.
At greater depths 1 thing
jewelry;
candy store. Carter,
there fchould be a greater percentage
Craw foul's second hand store.
of silver than o? lead.
and the New Kng'.aml restaur- "Seventy miles south of Hell canam.
yon, where I have some interests, and
building
The "liooiner.in"
which district is In the same mineral
was gre.itly damaged, losing tl.
belt, the ore contains copper glance
t
an
office
Job depart- buiue
Carrying free gold There Is a certain
ment.
slniiliarily In all the ore of these difThe tot il loss U estimated
ferent places and U would all be best
between $50,000 and $60. "00.
reduced by smelting.''
lire w is practically under
The
Mr. Woolen showed, specimens of
control t 21" o clock. Severil
ore taken from diftereiit places in
were
foreigner
arrested for
Sandla mountains and illustrated the
looting.
richness of the deposits there.
(
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I
M
It seems to be the general opinion
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and
Toilet Accessories
T

HELP WANTED
HKLP WANTKU If that is your
need,
a want ad in The
crying
Evening Citizen's want column will
assure you of plenty or employes".
WANTED.
WANTED A nice, gentle pony, with
some style to him. Hring to Putney's store,
WANTED Blacksmith for iv coal
camp. Apply at W. H. Hahn & Co. '8
coal yard.
WANTED Position: stenographic or
general office work. Kxperlenced.
Address "s," Citizen office.
stylish
WANTED Ladles wanting
millinery and dressmaking, call on
Second
Miss Crane, 512 North
Also apprenstreet. Prices low.
'Phone 944.
tices wanted,
secondUentleman-- s
WANTED
hand clothing. No. Bit South First
treet, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweaney.
proprietor.
WANTED Ptu'ple who want wine-thinto advertise in The Citizen's
want column. A few lines cost but
a few cents but bring returns an
hundred fold.
WANTED Position as Joo eomposl-to- r
in good office. First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
rrefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.
MEN WANTED.
every
MEN WANTED (Somewhere
day. If you are looking for a Job
put a want ad in The Evening Citizen's want column and it will do
the rest.
Kill KENT.
brick house,
FOR RENT Four-rooclose in, $15. Apply Rankin & Co.,
10.
building.
Armljo
Room
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms, housekeeping rooms and tent. 413 South
Broadway.
FOR RENT Newly furnished out-ha- lf
aide rooms, modern bath,
olock from Railroad avenue. "The
114
North Second
Sranada,"
.street.
FOR RENT Pleasant,
rooms, near business center; rates
Sixth and
Corner
reasonable.
Railroad. Apply at rear.
comfortable,
RENT Three
FOR
airy rooms, completely furnished
for housekeeping; no sick people
wanted. Address E. B.., care Cltl-se-

PERSONAL

PROPERTY

LOANS.

Soaps, Nail
Bath Brushes,
Scissors,
Brushes, Manicure
Corn Flics,
Corn Plasters,
Shampoo Creams, Hnlr Tonics,
Talcum Powders, Toilet Waters
Etc, Etc.

MONEY to LOAN
On

Furniture,

Pianos,

Orga.ni

Horses, Wagons and other Chattels,
also on SALARIES AND WARS
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as 111
and aa high as $200. Loans ar
quickly made and strictly
privata
Time: One month to one year glTen
possession
Goods remain In your
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from ai'
parts of the world.
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bltig.
Sit West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

PROFESSIONAL

Aft

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.

A

f if

National Icnetie.
Pittsburg at Brooklyn.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at New York.
Chicago at Boston.
American
Boston at Cleveland.
New York at Detroit.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
Washington at Chicago.

A

Let us Supply You

o
few

I

Pittsburg

f

'

,

HOW THEY STAND.
National League,
Won. Lost.
New York
3
21
Chicago
4
20
Philadelphia
Boston
Cincinnati
St. Louis
Brooklyn

The HIGHLAND
PHARMACY

CARDS

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, tl F.Bt..
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
copyrights,
land patents,
caveats
patents,
letter
trade marks, claims
It. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office,
First Nation
Bank building.
E. W. Dobwn.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque,
DENTISTS.

Occidental Life Building, Cor.
Railroad Ave. and Broadway.

DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and S, Barnett building
over O'Rlelly's drug store. Phont
No. 744. Appointments made by mal..
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
No. 308 Railroad avenue.
Off let
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:1
m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Ap
pointments made by mall.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeoa
Occidental Life Building. Tele
phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. It. I j. 11US1.
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bids.
Tuberculosis treated with Hlfb
Frequency Electrical
Current
and
Germicide. Treatmeats given each
EM PliOY.MENT.
EMPLOYMENT If you need work day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
The Citizen's want column will fur nurse in attendance. Both phones.
nish you a quick and ready means
DRS. BHONSON & imONSON,
of securing it at a minimum expenditure.
Put a want ad in The
Homeopaths.
Citizen today and be at work tomor
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
row.
Office and residence, 628.
A WANT AD Costs but a few cents
DR. J. N. WARNER. V. 8.
but a few lines in The Citizen will
vvnen your animals are sick you
bring you what you want,
neea a good veterinary surgeon. Ca
up the old reliable. Phone No. 642.
FOR BALE
UNDERTAKER.
FOR SALE Fine Chickering Bros.
piano, very cheap. Apply upstairs Auto,
phone
Colo.. Red 111
Sit.
over
Futrelle a furniture store
A. BORDERS.
evenings, between
and 7: SO.
Blask
FOR SALE Twenty-fiv- e
head of Commercial Club building.
or White hearse, St.
stock hogs, one registered Berkshire
boar. Oscar Liffreing, Bernardo,
ARCHITECTS
N ,M.
FOR SALE Furniture complete for
7
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
housekeeping. Including $40 range nett building, Albuquerque, N. Bar
M
only used four months. Will sell Both phones.
very reasonable. Apply 307 North
Sixth street.
NOTARY PUBLIC.

TKeatre
AROUND

Omaha
Des Moines
Denver
Lincoln
Sioux City
Pueblo

THE TOWN

m

6-- 8,

n.

ON

23

MAY

FRANK KELLOGG, ST. PAUL LAWYER. WHO HAS V CHANCE TO
BE ATTORNEY GENERAL
Washington, D. C, Mav 16. Tho Oil trust, the complaint against which
talk of Secretary Bonaparte's possi will come on for hearing before the
ble resignation from the department United States circuit court sitting In
of Justice, because of his "do little full bench a St. Paul some time late
or nothing" style of handling affairs. this month.
Mr. Kellogg Is expected to make a
has brought forward the name of
Frank Kellogg, of St. Paul, as his showing in this big legal battle which
will make or break him and may desuccessor.
Kellogg is the lawyer who was termine whether he will go into the
president's cabinet. Kellogg is spokto
by
president
conduct
chosen
the
the Harriman investigation and his en of as a second Philander Knox,
work in that case has given the and if he is appointed attorney general he will come In with much the
highest satisfaction.
He was a member of the law firm same equipment as that of Knox.
He has done work for most of
of which former Senator Clushnian
the big railroads and corporations
K. Davis was a member. His prin
cipal work for the government has of the northwest and has even rep
been the prosecution of the Standard resented the Standard Oil company.

Mack will be seen here
malange.
new musical
Around the Town," at the Elks'
opera house May 23. The play Is absolutely all new, nothing remains but
the title and the stars themselves.
Entirely new In scenery and electri
cal effects combined with good comedy served as only Murray & Mack
can serve it. makes this year s pro
ductlon take rank over any and all
their previous efforts. A large com
imnv of forty people, with such well
known people as tuactys van, hub
Bobby
I'ixley, Getrude Rutledge,
May
Harrington. Francis Trumbull,
corueiia, rrea
Gabriel. Florence
Ouillard, Bae Hamilton, P. J. Kane
Walter S. Brower and a large sing TERRITORIAL
ing and dancing chorus.
in

Murray

their

&

OFFICIAL

"THE NEW YORK

business.
Period of existence, fifty
years. The company was organize I
in Arizona and tiled amended articles
of incorporation to comply with the
laws of New Mexico.
SiMt'inl Use Permits Upon Land
plied For.
Chief Forester Gifford PInchot has
sent out National Forest Order Nj
34. which outlines, under the heading
of "Special Use Permits Upon Land
Applied for Under the Act of June 1,
106," matters of vital Interest to set.
tiers residing upon the national reserves. The order reads;
"To Forest Officers in Charge:
"Squatters who settled on national
forest land before its withdrawal and
are awaiting survey to make entry,
have the same rights to occupy and
enjoy their holdings under regulation
1
(the Use Book, p. 20.) as home
stead entrymen, and may at their op
tion await survey or apply for the ex
aminatlon of their lands under the
act of June 11. 1006, with a view to
opening them to homestead entry
"Persons who settled In trespass
before January 1, 1006, and have not
abandoned their claims, may, if qualified ,take advantage of the act of
June 11, 1906, and in the meantime
may occupy and enjoy their holdings
wunoui pel mil. iuier ttppucuius uu
der this act may secure, without
charge, a permit for the agricultural
use of so much of the land applied
for as, In the opinion of the super
visor, is chieily valuable for agricui
ture, provided that the land is not ad
versely
claimed under settlement
made before its withdrawal, or after
its withdrawal and before January 1,
1M06.
Land covered with a stand of
merchantable timber should not
considered chieily valuable for agri
culture under this paragraph."
Notaries Public Appointed.
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Acting Governor J.
V. Raynolds:
Morris Frendenthal, of Las Cruces
Dona Ana county; Demetrlo Perez,
county;
of Las Vegas, Sail Miguel
Charles Greenelay, of East Las Ve
gas; Edwin J. Carlin, of Jexico,
Roosevelt county; Thomas H. Long
of Longs, Roosevelt county.

CAPITAL
MATTERS

IDEA," MAY 29 COMPANIES
ED

AKE INCORPORAT
SPECIAL PERMITS FOR
NOTARIES PUBLIC APPOINTED.

LAND

of Mrs. Fiske's
The superiority
companies over those of any other
star has long been recognized. Her
present support, the Manhattan com
pany, is beyond question the repreorganization on
sentative dramatic
the American stage. It is a perma
In its third
now
company
is
nent
and
season. Its members, all or whom
have admirable opportunities In "The
New York Idea," which Mrs. Fiske
will play at the Elks' opera house on
May 29, include John Mason, ueorge
Robert V.
Arliss. Chares Harbury,
Fergusson. Dudley Clinton, Dudley
Digges,
Frederick Kerby. Charles
Terry, James Morley,
Marlon Len
Ida Vernon, Blanche Weave, Emily
Stevens and Belle Bohn. This is the
same cast that presented the play
during its long run in New York.

Santa Fe, N. M , May 16. The fol
lowing articles of incorporation have
been tiled In the office of Territorial
Secretary J. W, Raynolds:
Chaves County "Abstract Company.
l,
Principal place of business at
Territorial
Chaves county.
agent, Fred P. Gayle, at lloswell.
Capital stock. $12,(IUU, divided Into
120 shares of the par value of jlte)
each. Object, abstract business. PeIncor
riod of existence, fifty years.
porators, Fred P. Gayle,
John C.
Peck and Lucius K. McGalYey, all of
HUMK
Roswell.
Thou. K. D. Maddlson.
FOUND Through the want column
Company.
Mine
Fernando
San
Office with W. B. Chllders,
in
of The Evening Citizen, Just what
Principal place of business at Alanio-gordyou have been looking for. An West Gold avenue.
Territorial
Otero county.
advertising source sure to bring re
agent, J. V. Thompson, at Alamo-gordturns for small expenditure. Try a HAIR DRESSER ATTD CHIROPO
Capital
$500,000, di
stock,
want ad and be convinced.
DIST.
vided into 500,000 shares of the par
LILLIAN RUSSEIL
-- 03T.
value of $1 each, commencing busiMrs. Bambini, at lier parlors. No
object, mining
ness with $:t,000.
LOST Anything you lose except your 209 West Railroad avenue,
pr
is
Period of existence, tifly
business.
reputation is sure to be found by a pared to give thorough scalp
k
D.
Oswyn
Incorporators,
IN
years.
"THE
treat
BUTTERFLY"
want ad in The Citizen's want col
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns
and J. W. Thompson, both of
umn.
Alamogordo; George Mlcksch and
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
MONEY IX'ST.
gives massage treatment and manl
Lillian Russell's tour of the Pacillc Frank Holmes, both of Hrlce.
MONEY LOST Every day in
the curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara coast in Joseph Brooks' production
The Alamo Hus.ness .Men's Club.
year by advertising the wrong way.
of Kellett Chambers' comedy, "The Principal place of business at Alamou
complexion
cream
tion
of
builds
A Citizen want ud is money saved and
proving remarkably gordo, Otero county.
Territorial
Butterfly,"
is
results assured. Send In your want the skin and Improves the complex successful. She will continue to play agent, A. X. Tlbbits, at Alamogordo.
ton,, and Is guaranteed not to be In till Juno 1th, when her season will No capital stock.
ad today.
Object, promotion
Jurious. She also prepares a hair end in Detroit. In October next Miss of social and commercial interest.
Sore Nvppie.
Inthat cures and prevents dan Russell will begin her second season Period of existence, fifty years.
Any mother who has had experience tonic
in dramatic work at the Illinois the corporators. W. It. Eldson, K.
A.
and hair falling out; restor
with this distressing ailment will be druff
play
Chicago
new
writ
a
in
in
Ala-aire
and F. C. Holland, all of
pleased to know that a cure may be life to dead hair; removes mole ten by George Broadhurst and Geo, Mann
ogordo.
warts and superfluous hair. Also
V. Hobart.
tweeted by arplylng Chamberlain
The subject of this play
Rivers Mining Com pany.
Three
Salve as soon as the child Is done face powder, a freckle cure and plru will prove a sensational novelty Principal
place of business at Alamo
nursing. Wipe it off with a soft cloth pie cure and pile cure. All of these Several of its characters will be read gordo,
Territorial
Otero county.
before allowing the babe to nurse, preparations
are purely vegetable ly recognized as prototypes of men
James G. Barrett, at Alamo
Many trained nurses use this salve compounds. Have Just added a vi and women well known in New York, agent,
stock,
$3,000,
divided
gordo.
Capital
with the best results. For sale by brator machine for treatment 01 especially by habitues of the race into 200 shares of the par value
or
track.
ail druggists.
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
object, mining business.
$15 each.
o
Is also used for rheumatism, palm
Period of existence, fifty years. in
$100 Reward. $100.
COVNTY BONDS,
John N. Schumacher,
and massage.
The readers of this paper will be pleas corporators,
n
- o
ed to learn that there is at least one Edward I. Barton, Minn r;ariy,
Hayes and
D. Aiken. D. H.
Xotlce Is hereby given that scaled
science has been
dreaded
disease
that
Wonderful Eczema Cure.
bids will be received by the Board of
able to cure in all Its stages, and that Charles C. Thiel. all of Chicago, III.,
"Our little boy had eczema for five Is Catarrh. Hall s Catarrh Cure is tne and James G. Barrett,
of AlamoCounty Commissioners of Torrance
positive cure now known to the
County, in the Territory of New Mex- years," writes N. A. Adams, Henri- only
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a con- gordo. New Mexico Holiness t'oiiege.
ico, at the ofnce of the Clerk of the etta, Pa. "Two of our home doctors stitutional
The
disease, requires a
Board In Estancia, New Mexico, up to said the case was hopeless, his lungs tional treatment. Hall s Catarrhconstitu
Cure Is Principal place of business at
We then employed taken Internally, acting directly upon
Territorial
twelve o'clock noon, on the 3rd day of being affected.
the
Chaves county.
nj
June, 1907, for the purchase of Ten other doctors but no benefit resulted. blood and mucous surfaces or tne sys- agent, E. C. Cook, at uikewooa.
tem, thereby destroying the foundation capital stock.
Thousand Dollars of Court House By chance we read about electric bit
Object,
the disease, and giving the patient har table and educationalbenevolent
Bonds, and Five Thousand Dollars of ters; bought a bottle and soon no- of
msuiu
by building up the constitution
Current Expense Bonds, which bonds ticed improvement . We continued strength
ana assisting nature in doing its worn. tion. Period of existence, Ilfty years.
V. L. Rogers, J.
will be payable at the office of the this medicine until several bottles The proprietors have so much faith In Its Incorporators,
f
County Treasurer of said County, or were used, when our boy was com- curative powers that they offer One Edmunson and E. C. Cook, all of
Dollars for any case that It Lukewood; It L. Averlll, of Peniel,
at such place in the City of New Y'ork pletely cured." Best of all blood med- Hundred
to cure. 8end for list of testi- Texas, and Willis K. Folks, of Law
aa the officers issuing the same may icines and body building health tonics (alls
monials. Address:
direct, and shall be payable at the Guaranteed at all druggists. 50c
rence, Kan.
F.
CHENEY A CO., Toledo. Ohio.
J.
o
option of the county at any time after
Sold by Druggists, 7Bc.
The Presbyterian Church of Mag- consttpaCOLORADO
puis
THE
years
CO.
twenty
NATIONAL
expiration
Family
Principal place or
Take Hall's
of
the
for
from
dalena. N. M.
LITE ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
the date thereof, and absolutely due
business at Magdalenu, Socorro coun
and payable at the end of thirty
ty. Territorial agent, J. R. r oss, at
"An old line" Insurance company,
years from said date, with Interest at
Ob
Magdalena. No capital stock.
CITY
NATIVE
SILVER
conservasolid,
ample
capital,
with
per
per
or
annum
Period ot
five
cent
ject, house of worship.
the rate
tive,
conprogressive.
liberal
Writes
Incorporators,
years.
payable
lifly
existence,
in the months
J. R.
of July and January of each year. tracts of Insurance and Investment.
J. S. Mactavish, F. II. Gregg. Rede-manManagers, Com
REACHES
108
Koss, C. H. Tinman and Oscar
Each bid must be accompanied with a Prewltt & Prewitt.
building.
Club
mercial
certified check, payable to the order
all of Magdalena.
and Milling
of the chairman of the Board of
Monte Rico Mining
Don't Pay Alimony.
County Commissioners of Torrance
Principal place of busiCompany.
May
City.
16.
N.
M..
Silver
Silver
County for the sum of two hundred to be divorced from your appendix, City has one of the oldest residents ness In New Mexico at Lordsbur.
agent.
county.
Territorial
and fifty dollars, to be returned in There will be no occasion for it If
the west in an old Mexican named Grunt
Capcase the bid is not accepted or in case you keep your bowels regular with in
Mclenuda, who is 10s years old Don H. Kedzle, at Lordsburg.
Pedro
5u0.-00- 0
acDr.
King's
New
Life
Pills.
Their
Into
pay
divided
$500,000,
stock,
the bidder shall take and
ital
for said
City
to
came
Silver
old
fellow
The
bond if his bid is accepted, and the tion is so gentle that the appendix about two years hko from
shares of the par value of M
Cruies
Board reserves the right to reject any has no cause to make the least com- to reside with his daughter here and each.
Amount actually issued, $2.1,
plaint. Guaranteed by all druggists. while very feeble cun be seen nearly 000. object, mining business. Peor all bids.
Th
By order of the Board of County 25c Try them.
every day feeling his way around the riod of existence, fifty years.
company was organized in ArUon.i
Commissioners of Torrance County.
streets as his evesltrht is very poor.
NOTICE TO HORSE OWNERS.
CAN DIDO PADILLA,
The old fellow's memory and mind and filed amended articles of incorare clear and good and before he came poration to comply with the laws jf
Clerk of Said Board.
The Albuquerque Carrluge Com to this city he figured prominently as New Mexico.
The Spring River oil Company.
Let me mail you free, to prove pany, First and 'lljeras, lias secured a witness in several old land grant
horscshoer, cases at La Cruces and saved the Principal place of business at Rosmerit, samples of my Dr. Bhoop's the MTvieeti of a first-claguaruutees
pay
all work, or no
cases for the original grantees.
county.
Territorial
well,
Restorative, and my Book on either and
Chaves
CapiPeople who know vouch for the agent, J. D. Hell, at Roswell.
dyepepsla, the heart, or the kidneys.
age,
is
stated
of
and
it
his
truthfulness
me,
fehoop,
Wis.
Racine,
Address
Dr.
$260,000, divided into 200,-00- 0
stock,
tal
that he was born In El Paso, where
Troubles of the stomach, heart or kid
of the par value of $1
the church records of that day corro each, shares
ney, are merely symptoms of a deep
commenting business with $(0..
age.
his
borate
common
(100.
er ailment. Don't make the
Object, drilling oil wells and
error of treating symptoms only,
Period of
engaging in oil business.
Free samples of "Preventtes" and
Symptom treatment Is treating the re
Incorporators,
fifty years.
existence,
be
gladly
mail W. S. Prager. L. K. M.GanVy. S. P.
booklet on Colds will
sult of your ailment, and not the
ed you on request, by Dr. Shoop, Ra Johnson. F. J. Peeler, C. D. lionncy,
nerves the
cause. Weak stomach
cine, is., simply to prove merit.
Inside nerves means stomach weak
Ady, Jr., John T. McClure, J.
are little Candy Cold Cure George
ness always. And the heart and kid
T. Carloton, G. A. Richardson, Jos.
Tablets. No quinine, no Laxative, Carper,
neys as well have their, controlling or
Haynes, Gregory
W.
nothing harmful whatever. Preventics Moore, all C.of Roswell.
To all points Railroad Tickets
Inside nerves. Weaken these nerves
prevent colds as the name Implies
bought and sold. Moore's Ticket
and you Inevitably have weak vital
Hembiillo Copper Milling Comorgans. Here Is where Dr. Shoop's
Ofllce, 113 West Railroad avenue. l when taken early, or at the "Sneeze pany.
Principal place of business in
Stage." For a seated cold or La GripRestoration has made its fame. No
pe, break It up safely and quickly New Mexico at Tularosa, Otero counother remedy even claims to treat the
Ticty.
Only
American
member of
Territorial agent, R. E. Clark, at
with Preventics. Sold by all dealers.
"inside nerves." Also for bloating,
Calptal stock, $1,000,000,
ket .HruketV Association In AlbuTularosa.
biliousness, bad breath or complexion,
Correspondence
querque. N. M.
THE WOI.I E STUDIO IS NOW divided Into 1,000. 000 shares of the
Write
use Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
(
solicited.
OPEN FOR BUSINESS. AT NO, 115 par value of $1 euch .amount actualfor my frt book now Dr. Shoop's
Object, mining
ly Issued, $.1,000.
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
!!tf'(.: ,i'vr f!d ly all dealers.
.
46-4-
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Reduced
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Rates

CRIPPLE

CREEK

HAS

AN AWAKENING
Clippie Creek, Colo., May 16 That
new and unparalleled era of pro
duction Is now at hand for the Crip- pie Creek district us a result,1 ....of the
...
t.w,
Hie pnuim
COIlipieilllll III .1..,
uinimis
The
tunnel Is generally conceded.
benefits will by no means be limited
to the particular mines drained by
the tunnel. In which the immense
Mow of water at great depth was rendering the cost of mining excessive.
The depth of operations now possible for the whole district is practicalinly unlimited,
and enormously
creased production Is certain to reapIs
activity
already
sult. Renewed
parent throughout the district, and
especially among the operators on
Hull hill. The strike reported there
a few days since yielded values as
high as $270 to the ton In gold from
seam, while the main
h
one
ore body is over two feet wide between the side walls and carries values of from $40 to $116 to the ton.

a

j

j
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8

.3 17

.240
.136

Lost.
11
10
10
13
13
17

O! Mommer!
Wasn't that a
of a catch? Take off your
.6S0
.591 hat, you son of a gun!
.560
.545
.545
.419 MINOR
LEAGUE PITCHER
.350
.292

Lost.

Tct.

Pet.

8
9

Won.
15
13
10
11

9
8
9

11
14
15

8
8

lalla-paloo-

A

.629
.619
.550
.500
.364
.318

(JAM ES.
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WORLD
BEATER

sooooooooooooooootwooooawiw?,

National League.
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
Chicago
4"10 0
S
2
2
Philadelphia
'
Batteries Brown and Kling; Plt- tinger, Sparks and Dooin.
H.
At Brooklyn
E.
R.
7
2
4
St. Louis
1
3
3
Brooklyn
Batteries Brown, McGlynn and
Marshal; Rueker and Butler.
R. H. E.
At New York
3
5
Cincinnati
6
4
New York
Batteries Monnahan and Schlei;
Ames, Wlltse and Bowerman.
At Boston
R. 11. E.
9
2
0
Boston
6
1
3
Pittsburg
Batteries Flaherty and Needham;
Leever and Gibson.
.
American League.
R. H. E.
At St. Louis
5 12
St. Louis
I
0
8 13
Philadelphia
Batteries Howell, Spencer, Buelow
and Evans; Combs, Vickers, Dygert
OOUOuUUUOOOOOOOUoOOO
and Schreck.
n
At Chicago:
W. J. 1IALLMAN MINOR LEAGUER,
game postponed; wet grounds.
Detroit-NeYork
At Detroit:
WHO HEAT THE CILVAIPIONT
game postponed; rain.
CCDS.
Clevelund-Bosto- n
At Cleveland:
Springfield, O., May 16. When it
game postponed; rain.
comes to a world beater, what's the
matter with Pitcher W. J. Hallman,
Western
R. H. E who twirls for the Spingfield team
At Denver
7
0 In the Central League?
3
Denver
If you can't see it. figure this out.
0
0 3
Des Moines
The St. Louis Nationals have been
Zalusky;
and
Batteries Adams
swamped by the Chicago Cubs. The
Miller and Yeager.
R. H. E. St. Louis team won the city chamAt Pueblo
2 pionship from the St. Louis Ameri2
4
Omaha
You know what the St. Louis
2 cans.
7
6
Pueblo
did to the White Sox the
Batteries Sanders and Townsend; Americans
game of the season.
opening
Jackson and Smith.
And
Pitcher
Hallman is the one
At Sioux City: Sioux
who let the same Cubs of Chicago
game postponed; cold weather.
uown with two hits in seven innings,
and won his game in the
American Association.
6 to 3.
At Kansas City:
Kansas City, 10; series.
If that doesn't give him the laurel
Toledo. 9.
wreath,
what will?
Minneapolis, 3;
At Minneapolis:
Indianapolis, 1.
St.
At St. Paul:
I am following Hanlon in getting
game postponed; wet grounds.
lid of the old boys. I now have only
Milwaukee-ColuAt Milwaukee:
four on the pay roll who started t'lo
bus game postponed; cold weather.
1906 season with me."
SIORTING NOTES.
That continuous performance
Harry Harris says he has backing
Mike Schreck vs. Marvin Hart,
whip
Abe
can
on again.
Attell.
is
They have signed to
that he
fight within thirty days.
Joe Kelley has not a solitary
southpaw on his Toronto team.
Hughey Jennings is coaching his
Detroit Tigers to go into first base
New York Nationals are showing feet foremost.
That's an old Baltithey can win games without sensemore trick, and one likely to stir up
kicking.
less
hard feelings.
Harry Lewis and Mike Sullivan
After playing fourteen gomes the
will meet at Tonopah, New, Decora- - Cleveland Americans were at the botlion day.
tom of the heap in team batting. And
these are the sluggers who led the
Pink Star, 4 to 1. won the
procession in 1906.
tucky derby. Arcite, the
was scratched.
Preliminary lawn tennis matcher
between American
and Australian
A Chinese base ball team has been players will be July 13,16 at London.
organized In Honolulu and is said to The finals against the English playplay a fair game.
ers will be July
The fighting spirit of the Detroit
"Big
Overall seems to have
Tigers is one of the bright spots in come to Jeff"
his own. He is a consistent
the American League,
winner for the Cubs. He is another
discard from the Cincinnati Red",
The Marylebone Cricket club. of go just as he was showing form. let
England, will send a team to Philadelphia this fall.
reDate of the Syracuse-Wisconsi- n
gatta has been Changed from Decoyear
January
ended
For the half
ration day to the day before or af1
the Princeton base ball associa- ter, owing to a protest by the oil
tion cleared $ll,7Sii.34.
soldiers of the state.

five-inc-

Weak - Kidney.
wk

wrt

.875
.833
.57S
.545
.435

10
13
15
19
19

8
6
3

Y ESTER DA Y'S

Pet.

t

v

ft

YMk

li

t

WT

Chicago-Washingto-

w

City-Linco-

pre-seas-

m

;

Ken-favorit- e,

.

20-2- 3.

Kldneyi. sorely poim to
Kianf
Nervus. Tti Kidnejt, like tbstHmrt, ua th
Stomach, find their WMtkneu. not in the orrto
iuelf. but in tba nerves that control and fuide
and strengthen them. Dr. b boo pi Keetorativ IB
a medicine pacifically prepared to reach thee
nnntmilini nttrvea. To doctor the Kidneji aloDe,
It fuule. It is a want ot bine, and ol money at
well.
II your back aches or Is weak. 11 th urine
or 1 dark and (11001, II you have lymptomi
ol brighta or other dlttreuing or dangeroua kidney diseaee, try Dr. Bhoop'i Restorative a mouth
will
TubleU or Liquid and tee what it can and
Co lor you. DrufgiM recommeaa ana mm- -

Pre-ventl- cs

i

11
12
10

American
Won.
Chicago
17
13
Detroit
14
Cleveland
New York
12
Philadelphia
12
9
Boston
7
Washington
7
St. Louis
Western

g,

LAWYER3.

OLD SPORT SAYS:

BASE BALL

8

Shoop's
lesforatiue
ir.

"ALL DRUGGISTS"

Minoru Fujil, Tokio university, has
established a new worlu s record for
the pole v ault, ot 1J feet Vs inches.
Charlie Murphy admits he was
when he traded Hans
Lobert to Cincinnati for Jack Harper.

Here's betting that the Bob
Schreck fight is a fizzle
Fitz Is 45, und has been out of training since he was whipped by u'llrien,
December 20, 1905.

f
At the close of the third week
the National race Hans Wagner, if
Pittsburg, was batting .395, a gain of
Connie Mack appears to have slip- .128 in a week. He has gotten his
ped a cog when he let Danny Hoff- stride earlier than usual this season.
man go to New York. He Is leading
the Highlanders ut the bat.
Hughey Jennings has a double-barrele- d
batting order. Instead of worka
longing
Is
for
The Brooklyn team
ing up to a single climax with his
Moses to lead it from the wilder- best batters, he has made two diviness. With a record of two winnings sions of his sluggers.
It vas workin fifteen, they need a miracle,
ed well so far.
English Johnny Summers and Harreason why the White
lem Tommy Murphy will stall for six SoxThecanlatest
games on their home
rounds at Philadelphia in the near grounds Iswin
Catcher Sullivan has
that
future.
mastered the freaks of the air cur-- r
Windy City, and base
nts In
In a series of bouts aboard the bat- stealing i thealmost impossible against
tleship Missouri, Yankee tars capturhim.
ed three of live events from English
opponen ts.
No wonder that Chaee held out for
more money. Here's what a PhilaThe way all the big league man- delphia scribe says about him: "Runagers are talking. President Pulliam ning in and grabbing the ball. 'h.ie:
and Johnson had belter get several snapped it to Elberfeld ill time t
pennants ready.
Hut f r
catch Schreck at second.
wonderful play, the like of whn h
Hobby Walthour. crack bike rider this
1
saw before, and which colli
never
of Atlanta. Ua., was seriously injured only have been made by this phenom,
In falling from his wheel at the close I'hase, the Athletics would have vm u
of a race he had won at Berlin.
right there."
Longest game of the season to date
Evidently Frank Selee, nianaf , r f
was between Cornell and Pennsyl- the Pueblo Indians,
likes the quality
vania state colleges. Cornell won In of New Mexico base ball
players vcy
the 17th, making two runs,
well, using Roy Corhan as a sample,
"The season is young," says George for Albert Clancy received a telegram
Stone, of the St. Louis Americans, yesterday offering him a ticket ar. I
Hut
a month to Join tho team.
"and before the year is out I will $125
i
Albert can't go. He would like
be leading lhe league in batting."
go, hut his recent sickness has pracSays Manager McCloskey,
of the tically I'Ut him out of the game as
St. Louis Nationals:
"We have the far as big ones are concerned, for th
team all right, and will be making present, anyway.
the other fellows glue their eyes on
Subscribe for The Evening Citi.vrn.
us before the season is much older.
i

1
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by the wanton slaughter of livestock,
and the cowpunchers are generally
the aggressors. But some day a
Is
sheep herder
encountered who
shows fight, and human blood Is spilled. Once the first man has been killed, all hope of a compromise or other
peaceful settlement is over, and the
war of the range is on. with all the
vindictive cruelty that war Involves.
The most natural question Is, What
are the officers of the law fining whiley
the range wars are raging? Ueneral-lthey are minding their own business.
That's the very wisest thing
they can do. They are the common
enemies, and both cowpunchers and
for
sheep herders will go
them the moment It necomes Known
range.
Besides.
on
the
that thev are
the use of them risking their
Killed what's
Masked Men
lives in the thankless task of trying
to nnnrehend men who cannot possi
Sheep by the
bly be convicted of any crime'.'
can nearly always be alleged
of any killings. It
In justification
Hundred.
seems to be a frontier variation of the
"unwritten law" that a sheep herder
has an Inalienable right to kill a cowpuncher, nnd vice versa. The same
FLOCK OF 800
county Isn't big enough to hold them
both, and the one wno is quickest
with his gun Is regarded as having
his right to stay.
demonstrated
WAS
IVflcnil Control Promise Solution.
There Is only one way of stopping
these wars. The open range Is under
federal control, and when a detachI'ncle Sam's troops starts
Ever Since the Early 70's Has ment of belligerents
it is well under
after the
stood
that they mean business, and
This Fight Continued Fitfully
hostilities are invariably suspended
intil the troops get at a safe dis
an Fatally.
tance again.
cltl
To the ordinary,
ren It seems strange that these bloody
Once iifraln there is war on the and vindictive conlllcts
should be
The irrepressible waged between rival interests over
western ranges.
waged
between lands to which neither has the ghost
conflict that him been
the retainers of the sheep barons and of a claim. The sheep men say, with
the vassals of the cattle kinRS the some show of reason, that they have
whole way from the Mexican border just as good right upon the public
to the Canadian line, Rfter an arm- domain as the cattlemen.
But the
ed truce of two or three years' dura- cattlemen allege that whereas cattle
tion, has again broken forth with nil will graze upon the same lands year
e
virulence. This time the after year without doing the pasturIts
battle ground Is northern Wyoming.
sheep eat off the
age any Injury,
Early In March the trouble began Brass down to the
soil,
d
the
vith a night attack upon the Welsner pull out the roofs and then trample
sheep camp, near Sheridan. Wyom- any fragments that may be left Into
ing, in which more than 400 sheep atoms with their sharp hoofs, so tnat
were killed and the camp burned. it never can sprout up again.
A short time later a similar but more
In New Mexico there are millions
flagrant outrage was perpetrated In of acres of land that have been used
the owl creek region, when the Hugh as sheep ranges for 300 years, and
Dickey camp was attacked by twelve that have more sheep and better
masked men. the herders driven off pasture than ever before. The fur
at the muzzles of rilles, the camp re- ther statement often made by the cat
duced to ashes and an indiscriminate
that will not graze wu.i sheep,
slaughter of sheep indulged In. More tlemen
nor even on lands upon which sheep
recently still, a sheep camp belong- have been pastureiL must also be dising to Mrs. Bell, on Wild Horse creek, missed as a gross libel upon the good
a branch of the Powder river, was sense of the cows. At this moment
raided and 800 sheep killed. At there are millions of sheep and cat
about the same time the existence of tie grazing upon the ranges of
a widespread conspiracy against the
Colorado, Wyoming, Montana
sheep Interests was demonstrated by and other states In perfect amity and
the appearance In a single night, at good fellowship. It is evident, there
points scattered
all over northern fore,
the wars of the range are
Wyoming, hundreds of miles apart, of purelythat
of man s ow n making, and
notices warning nil sheep neruers to that there Is no enmity nor race pre
get out of the country or take the judice between the
d
rep
consequences. These notices were resentatives
of the two great branch
wagons
belonging
to
upon
tacked
es of the western livestock industry.
sheep herderV outfits, nailed to trees
Probably
the best argument In
and pasted upon rocks. I'd to date favor of the leasing system advocat
D.000
xheep
have been
more than
by the present administration, as
reported killed and thousands more ed
applied to the vacant public lands
have been scattered promiscuously is the assumption that It would go a
over the ranges, where they will fall long way toward abolishing the range
an easy prey to wolves and coyotes.
wars. It Is argued that if the lands
were leased to corporations or lndl
CATTLEMEN READY FOR
viduals for a definite period of time
WAlt TO THE KNIFE and If the boundaries of the leases
If these occurrences mean anything. were clearly defined, there would be
they mean "war tothe knife." Not- little danger of and no excuse for
withstanding that cowboys profess to these conflicts. But to lease out the
bold sheep herders in as much con- 350.000,000 or more acres of the pubtempt as they hold tenderfeet, the lic domain still available for grazing
range wars of the past have demon- purposes, make correct surveys of
strated that the sheep herders are every subdivision, fence them In or
just as reckless and nervy gun flght make other provision to prevent the
ers as their antagonists.
The sheep sheep belonging to one person from
men in Wyoming are now heavily trespassing upon the cattle range
armed and are getting ready to de leased and paid for by another, would
fend their rights to the last ditch, so be a Herculean task. If the leasing
that in all probability there will soon policy Is finally adopted by the govbe stirring news from the seat of war ernment, it is greatly to be feared
In Wyoming.
The region in which that boundary disputes and Intention
hostilities have broken out is ideal al or unintentional trespassing will
for the maintenance of guerrilla war- tend to aggravate rather than to stop
fare. On the west and south are the natural and traditional hostility
the rugged peaks and narrow passes between cattle and sheep raising Inof the Big Horn mountains', on the terests. Apparently the wars of the
range will continue to be a feature
north Is the Crow Indian reservation, and on the east are the very of western life until ' the range It
worst of the Wyoming Had Lands. self disappears before the invading
A real battle, therefore,
will come army of homesteaders.
only when both sides are willing, and
A convention has been called to
be
when each meet in Denver, June 18th. 19th and
that will necessarily
equals the other in numbers and in 20th, at which the governors of all
Surprise,
preparation.
ambuscade the sixteen public land states and
n
strategy, however, will other representatives of equal promiand
no doubt be prominent features of nence and Influence are expected to
this latest war of the west.
be present, for the purpose of proThese range wars have continued testing against the adoption of the
Infrequent
interruptions,
ever
leasing system nnd the consequent
with
since the early 70 s. The first skir- mortgaging of the public domain to
g
mish lines were formed down In the
Interests. There Is
Texas, and have gradually worked no hostility against either the cattle
northward, fighting almost every foot kings or the sheep barons, but it is
i'f the way, through the Lone Star felt that to condemn the peoples'
state. New Mexico. Colorado, Okla- heritage In the public lands to be deWyoming voted Indefinitely to grazing purposes
homa. Kansas, Nebraska.
and Montana.
Millions of sheep, in the Interests of a few wealthy indihundreds of thousands of cattle and viduals would be to place an unnechundreds of human lives have been essary and very serious handicap upsacrificed, to say nothing of camps, on the states in which the public
wagons, ranch houses and other prop- lands are located. The convention
erty that has been burned or other- will, therefore, endeavor to secure the
wise destroyed.
The truce that has maintenance of the "open door" and
now been broken was the longest in the glad hand for the homeseeker.
a third of a century. So prolonged Upon the coming of the homeseeker
had it been, in fact, that the optimisdepends the development and future
tic have freely predicted that the last greatness and prosperity of the states
range war had been fought and the affected.
l ist bloody scene of the real "Wild
West" enacted.
My Best Friend.
Alexander Benton who lives oi
i: ax;e fights
Rural Route 1, Fort Edward. N. T.
ALWAYS EXPENSIVE
Most disastrous and long continued says: "Dr. King's New Discovery I.
friend. It cured m
of all the range wars was that be- my best earthly
tween the sheep men of Wyoming of asthma six years ago. It has alai
and the cattlemen of Colorado, In performed a wonderful curemy of inson's
which Routt county, Colorado, was cipient consumption for
the chief battle ground. It was wag- wife. The first bottle ended the ter
ed, with
Interruptions, rible cough, and this accomplished
from I'ncle Sam's troops for more the other symptoms left one by one
than twenty years In fact, from the until she was perfectly well. Dr
time when the t'te Indians were safe- King's New Discovery power ovei
ly corralled on their reservations up coughs and colds is simply marvel
to less than three years ago. The ous." No other remedy has eve
deadline established by the Colorado equalled It. Fully guaranteed by al
cattle Interests was the Little Snake druggists. 50c and $1.00. Trial bot
river, a tributary of the Yampa, and tie free.
any sheep herder who crossed that
deadline knew that he took his life
in his hands.
Now the moment the cattlemen establish a "deadline" It becomes a
point of honor with every sheep herder within a distance of twenty miles
MAKES BIG CLEAN-U- P
of It to show his contempt for theJ
cowpuncners ny driving his woolly
charges across It Just as quickly as
$2.1.000 OX KIIARP
possible.
To do otherwise would be NKTTF.I
IX WHEAT SIXCF.
to give color to the cowboys'
SATURDAY.
taunt that no sheep herder has
any more nerve or "gumption" than
the mildest mannered old ewe in his
Wichita. Kan.. May 16. Twenty-fiv- e
bunch. Knowing that the sheep
thousand dollars' profit Is the
herders w ill make haste to show their net result
today's deal for Arthur
disregard of the restrictions imposed Paulllne, a ofstock
broker of this city.
by the cattle interests,
the latter Mr. I'aulline made his winning on
picket the "deadline" from end to the sharp advance
of wheat since
end. and the sheep herder looking for Saturday. Within the last thirty days
trouble is rarely disappointed.
he has cleaned up $100,000 on wheat
Hostilities are usually inaugurated deals.
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MRS. EDDY

BUYING DAYS

Eay Terms

A FULL

PLAINS

and
Low Prices

ri

Treasury Department

Will

Do you Intend buying . ehlcle to enjoy the summer months? If you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest
Incomes.

Stop This Class of
Public Graft.

Self-defen- se

Timn.

PAea

ITHING FOR THE IS MRS. STETSON, A HERMIT IN HER

RANGE

Have

EVENING CITIZEN.

Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
us.

-

Albuquerque Carriage

NO FAVORS WILL BE SHOWN
IN DISPOSITION

Co.

Corner First and TJjeras Road.

OF FONDS

Consul General Wynne Coming
Back to Washington
for a Rest.

21

North

Flrt Stiwt.

rhone

Xo. 483

law-adldl-

old-tim-

hard-bake-

New-Mexic-

four-foote-

fine-spu-

stock-raisin-
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Is an ordeal which all
women approach with
indescribable fear, for

Mrnss

The thought
of the suffering and danger in store for her, robs the expectant mother
of all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, and casts over her a
shadow of gloom which cannot be shaken off. Thousands of women
have found that the use of Mother's Friend during pregnancy robs
confinement of all pain and danger, and insures safety to life of mother
and child. This scientific liniment is a
to all women at the
time of their most critical trial. Not only does Mother's Friend
carry women safely through the perils of child-birtbut its use
gently prepares the system for the coming event, prevents "morning
sickness," and other dis
comforts of this period.
Sold by all druggists at
fl.oo ntr bottle. Book
containing valuable information free.
Ihe Bradficld Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ca
god-sen- d

child-birt-

h.

Washington, D. C, May 16. Great
Interest has been excited throughout
the counlrv according to reports re
ceived here. In the determination of
the secretary of the treasury to elimi
nate as Tar as possuue tne innuence
of the "pull" in depositing public
moneys. Government deposits In the
future will be more equitably distributed according to rules In process
of formation. Personal and political
pull will no longer count in these
matters.
A commission, composed of treasury experts. has been created by
Secretary C'ortelyou to formulate and
submit a new plan for the distrlbu
It is com
Hon of public deposits.
posed of the United States treasurer,
currency,
and
the comptroller of the
the director of the mint bureau, and
three chief clerks of the department.
At this time the national banks of
the country hold $170,000,000 of gov
ernment money. The better portion
of it is deposited In banks in NewHeretofore, for several
York City.
administrations back, these deposits
have gone largely by favor. Scan
dais have frequently broken out In
the past concerning the disposition of
It has been charged
these funds.
again and again that a certain big
bank in New York has been able to
get loans from the treasury in times
of financial stress where they were
refused to others. Whether this is
true or not Secretary Oortelyou will
make every effort to adopt a scheme
whereby nil banks will be given a
square deal In the deposit of public
moneys. Whether Ihe $170,000,000
now outstanding will remain as at
present nllotted, or reallotted on the
new basis, has not been determined.
Of the more than six thousand national banks in the United States
only a small portion of them ever
received government deposits. Many
of the small banks. It Is understood,
will for the first time be given a
rhance to secure some public money
In the form of deposits.
It is the
purpose of Secretary Cortelyou to
divorce the treasury from politics as
far as possible.
Consul General Wynne.
Robert J. Wynne, tinned States
consul general at London, Is coming back to Washington on a leave
of absence. He will be accompanied
cockney
acquired
by his recently
dialect, his F.nglish clothes, and his
family. Mr. Wynne likes old London, its fog and people, but he doesn't
like the ceremony of the English official set. Report has It that he was
very much embarrassed at the last
levee of Kdward VII when he was
compelled to appear before the king
Mr. Wynne
In abbreviated trousers.
could not help from looking down at
his legs at Intervals, fearing at times
that he had forgotten something.
He got through all right, but will be
satisfied if he Is not commanded to
appear before royalty again.
Friends of Mr. Wynne are looking
When last
forward to his arrival.
in Washington his wearing apparel
was the talk of the town. He sported n "plug" hat that appeared to be
of the vintage of 1X63. although assurances were given by the consul
that it was the very latest London
shape,
"Now these clothes look pretty
rocky, according to your point ot
view!" said Mr. Wynne, addressing
a parly of friends, "but they are the
thing in London. There Is nothing
of the sham about London tailors or
English clothes. In this country the
coat does not fit the man. It Is made
for him. Not so In London. They
tit you there like paper fitted to the
wall.
You are measured all over
and the (iothers are made accordingly. If your shoulders are lopsided they show up in their true
shape In an Knglish coat. The English coat Is not long for looks, but
It Is long on wear and comfort."
Mr. Wynne formerly was a Washington newspaper man. He was appostmaster
pointed first assistant
general and for a short time before
going to London was at the head
of t lie postoftice department.
Uncle Joe and Bob.
Here is another story about the
new famous meeting of Uncle Joe
Cannon with Admiral Hob Evans at
Jamestown.
It Is related that a
monster punch bowl In the admiral's
quarters on the battleship Connecticut attracted the attention of the
grizzled legislative veteran.
"Oh, ho." he Is said to have exclaimed, "I know now where the
American navy gets Us inspiration.
Judging from this it gets It In the
neck first."
The reports of the federal public
and marine hospital service
show that in 1!)02 there were reported to the bureau 65.K57 cares of small
pox with 1,852 deaths, while In 1906
there were 12,503 cases with ninety
deaths. The bureau states that the
result Is due to Increased diligence
ou the part of state and national authorities. In Germany, where vaccination Is compulsory and universal,
during the year 1906 there were only
twenty-si- x
cases with five deaths In
the whole empire, and these cases
were largely Imported.
Raron Rosen, the Russian ambassador at this capital, has informed
the secretary of state that an exposition of barnyard fowls is to be
held at St. Petersburg next fall. A
section will be devoted to fowls raised in foreign countries. The Russian
government extends an invitation to
American exhibitors.
According to information
received
here, the remittances to Ireland from
the United States through banks
amounted to $5,374,209, and through
the postoffiee department $4 000,000,
making a total for the year of
carpet trust has been organized
It intends to in-- c
Minor.
reuse the price of Smyrna rugs. The
trust has been capitalized at $1
A
large warehouse is to be
erected iii Smyrna ,. w here all the
carpets made by the linns in the
combine will be stored, and the existing warehouses belonging to these
A

in

Asia

S00,-Iiii-

Iii

ins

w

ill be closed.

Piles get quick and certain relief
from Dr. Snoop's Magic Ointment,
liease note it is made alone for Piles,
and Its action is positive and certain.
Itching, painful, protruding or blind
piles disappear like magic by Its use.
Ijirge nickel-cappe- d
glass jars 50c.
Sold by all dealers.

MRS.

AUGUSTA K. STETSOY. FIRST READER
OP GREAT NEW
YORK CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH, WHO MAV SI CCEKD MRS.
EDDY.
New York. May 16. When Mrs. 000.
Augusta E. Stetson wa asked point
"I had but two acquaintances when
blank In the corridor of her magnifi- I arrived In New York," said Mrs.
cent Christian Science church In Cen- Stetson. "I gave them treatment be
tral Park west, whether or not she fore In the White mountains. But I
would accept the mantle of Mary began healing at once after my or
Raker Eddy, she frowned and ex- rival, and the patients I cured
claimed, "No," then disappeared Into brought other sufferers, and so the
her own private office In the church. numbers grew.
Mrs. Stetson was graduated under
Prominent science churchment In
this city are divided upon the ques- the personal Instruction of Mrs. Eddy
tion of whether Mrs. Stetson will suc- from the Metaphysical
college of
ceed "Mother" Eddy. The consensus Massachusetts. Mefore she became a
of opinion around the marble church student of Christian Science she had
In Central Park west, however. Is taken a college
course In public
that Mrs. Stetson will take the throne. speaking, and had been a lecturer
Mrs. Stetson Is taking the most upon different subjects. She Is now
extraordinary
precautions against in the nelthborhood of sixty, but Is
contact with strangers.
Her house youthful looking In figure and face.
adjoins the church structure and she Her eyes are blue. She Is a carefully
passes from one to the other through costumed woman, her clothes having
a sheltered passageway. For the past a fashionable cut and being of ele
two weeks she has not walked in the gant texture.
street, and she uses no public conWhen the cornerstone of the First
veyances.
church was laid in 1899 Mrs. Edy
It was twenty years ago that Mrs. sent a letter to Mrs. Stetson to be
Eddy sent Mrs. Stetson from Roston placed in the receptacle. In this she
to New York to teach Christian Sci- said: "I leave my name and thine In
ence.
She first preached In a small unity and love," which the members
hall over a drug store. Her rostrum of Mrs. Stetson's church feel Is suf
was a dry goods box draped with ficient assurance that the falling man
cheap cambric.
Today she Is the tie of "Mother" Eddy Is to descend
leader of a church that cost $1,200, to the shoulders of their leader.
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JAPAN
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A Ice Company.

3. D. Eakln, President
O. Qloml, Vice President.

Chai. Mellnl,

O. Bachecbi,

eretarr
Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
fhioeessors to

MCLINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.

WMOLKBALK DTALKRB IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
koop ovorytbloo
Wo

S".!.beA?

In stock to oatfii tbo
most foitldloui bar eomptoto
PP,nU exclusive agents In the Southwest fer Vet,

.
Bchlltx, Wm. Lamp and St. Louts A. B. C Breweries;
Green River, V. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter,Yellowstone,
arch, and other standard brande of whiskies toe numerous teT.JMeiw
mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS,
.
1V
rUcle aa received by us from the best
5.
laerles.
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and lnsseet
eat
Stock and Prices, or writ for Illustrated Catalogue and Prise hUL
Issued to dealers only.

," tr,nt
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Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

ALLIANCE

"
"
R. P. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars: Shafting's, Pulleys, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts tor Building.
'z??rm&W333

WITH THE UNITED STATES

Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuaueroua. N. if.
has powers, then Japan would consider
OtKSJOWJtOtwajoexsxSX
looked earnestly for an alliance with their acquisition.
the United States because In subJapan, the baron said, would not
stance we have always regarded this Increase her navy beyond the limit
cour.try as a real ally ot Japan. We now planned, as It was Intended to
are anxious of having such an alli- maintain only such a naval armament
ance if It could be arranged. As long as would guard Japan, Korea and
WE FILL
though, as any misunderstandink like Manchuria.
The empire's finances
the
feelings in San would not allow a greater Increase,
PRESCRIPTIONS
RIGHT
Francisco exists, It might not be pos- he frankly added.
sible to bring about an alliance."
203 WEST RAILROAD
E
At Consistent
Thus spoke Raron Ozawa. memCall at our store, please, for a free
NEXT TO BANK OF
ber of the house of peers and special sample of Dr. Shoop'i "Health Cof
representative of the emperor
of fee.
Prices
If real coffee disturbs your
COMMERCE.
Japan, in an Interview last night.
stomach, your heart or kidneys, then
Karon Ozawa, who Is a vice presi- try this Clever Coffee imitation. While
dent of the Japanese Red Cross so- Dr. Shoop has very closely matched
ciety and Is on his way to a confer- old Java and Mocha Coffee In flavor
ence of the society In London, said he and taste, yet he has not even a sinwould report to the emperor that he gle grain of real coffee In It. Dr,
had found no evidence of
Snoop's Health Coffee Imitation Is
Finest Whiskies J j
feeling in the country outside of made from pure toasted grains or
San Francisco.
cereals with malt, nuts, etc. You will
Japan
to
proposed
nllow
Asked if
Rurely like Health Cotee. Sold by C,
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
the "open door'' to the world In Man- N. Hrlgham.
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
churia, Karon Ozawa said:
I
"There Is no question about the
open door in Manchuria. Even before THE COLIMA LUMBER
8 AM PLC A NO
I
the war with Russia we hoped for
West
Railroad
Avenoe
CLUB
ROOMS
open
an
door and it was for this and
the peace of the world that we fought
COMPANY
SCHEME
in the Far East."
Japan, he said, had no dreams of
further territorial expanMon In the
Pacific. It was unnecessary for her
Chihuahua, Mex., May 16. One of
to acquire other possessions.
the results of the building of the
"Would Japan purchase the Philip- Central's Manzanlllo extension Is the
pines if the United States offered opening of vast timber tracts In the
them to her?" he was asked.
state of Colinia, and the granting of
"Japan has heard much of the concessions for exploiting them. The
TO
Philippines," he replied, "and I have latest timber development is being
often talked of them to the mem- done by the collma Lumber company
bers In the house of peers, but we do composed of New York capitalists, Mexico City and
return $40.25, April
not desire them In the present cir- this concern having surveyed and
26 Ui to Majr 18th. Limit July St..
cumstances. Japan has no objection started to grade a nrty-mll- e
standard
to the United Stutes owning them gauge into the wooded mountains In Norfolk. Va., and return, 15 day limit,
$58.75; sixty day, 172.90; season
and she hopes the United States will the shade of the Collma volcano
always keep them. If they were to where there are most valuable tracts
limit, Dec. 15th, $87.45.
And Principal Eastern Points
come Into the possession of other of pine and oak.
Denver an! return, $23.70; Colorado
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo
and return, $18.95. Tickets on sale
June 1st to Sept. 80, 1907. Return
limit Oct. 31, 1907.
On Sale Dally
Columbus, Ohio, and return, $67.60.
Tickets on sale May 12 to 16, and
19th and 20th. Return limit June
June 1st to Sept. 30th
6 th.
Dickson. Tenn., and return, $62.75.
Ticket on sale May 12, 13 and 14.
via
Final limit, June 2d.
T. E. PL'RDT. Agent.
Cook-StovNew York, May 16.

"Japan
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EXCURSION
Colorado

I

NEW PERFECTION

i Wick Blue Flame Oil

e

Because it's clean.
Because it's economical.
Because it saves
time.
Because it gives best
cooking results.
Because its flame
can be regulated

Announcement
Having acquired an Interest In the
Plumbing
and Heating
Standard
company, Mr. John Strumnutat will In
future have charge of the mechanical
department and attend to the installation of all plumbing and heating
work entrusted to this company.

instantly.
Because it will not overheat your kitchen.
Because it is better than the coal or wood stove.
Because it is the perfected oil stove.
For other reasons see stove at your dealer's,
or write our nearest agency.
Made in three sizes and fully warranted.

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

laearporaled

T.

E. PURDY, Agent
A. T. & S. F. RY.

COAL

cannot be equaled
for its bright and
steady light, mple construction
KfJ
and absolute safety. Equipped
with latest Improved burner. Made of brass throughout
and beautifully nickeled. Aa ornament to any room,
parlor or bedroom. Every
whether library, dining-roolamp warranted. Writs to our nearest agency if not at
your dealer's.
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
I

Low rates, long limit, tickets accepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and we
will plan your trip back east. We
are all going. Why not you?

Genulue American
block, per
ton
M.M
S4.&4
Cerrlllos Lump
s.&4
AutUraclte Not
Autliraclte mixed
00
ft.
Anthracite, store . saj .furnace

Waste Land
Wanted

)
1

AJdrtM,

tW

Hi,

la large tracts. Title

m nut be

Ne. Zsklms,

perfect

sa. V. S. A

sues

.&

9.o

Clean Gas Coke
WOOD.

Green Mill Wood, per loa.1.

IV.

H. HAHN
Both Phones,

&

..
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The ALBUQUERQUE
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By The Citizen Publishing Co.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER
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PRESIDENT

finely jxjfirrED job pepaiitmi-.ntsouthwest,
nft advertising medium ix thenew
mexico,
leading repvrlican rafkr in"
boosting alrfqu ekqfe and the southwest.
.

REPUBLICAN riUNCirLES AND THE "SOUARE DEAL."'
ASSOCIATED
PRESS REPORT AND AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.
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Being a Bey

"The maxim w hich I have acted," nay Herbc rt Spencer, "and the maxim which I have often commended to my friends is He a boy as long ai
you can."
You remember who Ppencer wn
he died only a few years ago, one
of the mod eminent philosophers of our day. If we contemplate his life
and work and the subjects with which he dealt, he would be about the last
man of whom we would ever think as clinging to boyhood or quoting such
a maxim as this. To catalogue his chosen fields of work and study, we
would have to Include such puzzling subjects as mathematics and mechanics, "metaphysics" and "synthetic philosophy," and we would see that he
wrote voluminously on "space," "time," "matter," "force," "evolution" and
He was what we
4he realm of "the knowledge and the unknowable."
call a profound thinker. We would readily Imagine him as
d
in manner, of heavy, ponderous person; and yet, with all this intellectual lmmenclty, he snys, "He a boy as
long as you can."
d,

ultra-learne-

green-spectacle- d,

Spencer must have had a reason for his maxim.
Why should anyone seek to be a boy as long as possible? We assoJollity,
ciate boyhood with
in a word, lrTesponsiblenes9.
Surely that was not what Spencer meant?
He was thinking of quite
No; that was not what Spencer meant.
another thing.
s.

dare-deviltr- y,

ss

Io you realize that boyhood Is the most remarkable period of life?
It Is like a flower that Is In the process of blooming. Every fractional
part of every moment means some further development. The boy comes
in contact with nothing that does not affect him and what he will be

fifty years later. Everything is new to him. Everything is Interesting to
him. He perceives that there are things to learn, things to know, things
to do, things to Investigate, things that are beyond him, and that he is
so that life is interesting to him in its
himself infinitely many-sideevery aspect.
That Is what Spencer meant. We are too apt to grow old In point
of view. We become rusty, crusty, musty. We imagine there Is no more
to learn, or that we need to learn. We fancy we are complete, when in
reality we are never complete. What we call life is so profound that no
man ever sounds its deepest depth.
But it Is only the spirit of boyhood that makes a man keep trying.
d,
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DAILY SHORT STORIES

And what has become of the thorn-les- s
cactus that was good to eat?

GETTI1SG MATIE MARRIED

THE

CUB'S

CORNER

l,HK)T.

0000000000000c

JUST ARRIVED

(By Lonno Stevens.)
a
Miss Horton, one of my star boardMabel Oilman may have been a ers, began
to look,seedy, She seemed
good actress, but that Is no sign she to lack something,
so I decided to
will be a good wife.
take her under my advice nd see if
matrimony wouldn't round off the
corners of her disposition.
If William Jennings Bryan hears rough
There was a doctor In the house
of tho gold strike in Coyote canyon who
good to me and had been
it may recall the sad memory of the kind looked
enough to help me with my acsilver standard and sixteen to one.
count books several times In the evening. I alwavs had a fire in the fire
and made things comfortable,
The Albuquerque chicken has not place
and
had a little lunch
had a square deal this year there when wewe generally
were through.
are no flower gardens yet to scratch
I gave Matle the hint, which I knew
"
up.
she took, for her hair was In curl
a
papers most of the day.
When Matle came down stairs after
The first fences In the Pecos valley supper,
we were waiting for the
were used to corral live stock.
Now doctor, and
"You know, I always get
the Roswell daily finds them quite along with
said she. I hadn't
men,"
useful as seats.
noticed it, but I've found out that
most women think they do. "Men
are so easy to manage if you Just let
A Rmicli From Hill l'oler.
know who is boss."
'Pears like It's time tu git them Ice them
This wasn't exactly my Idea of
cream clothes agin, but 'twon't hurt managing
man. but I didn't argue
none to carry an overcoat at th' same the matter awith
her. Matle Is rather
time.
set In her way.
a
"I know one thing," she said. "If
I ever married a doctor, I'd tell a
Midnight Plotters.
few of his patients with 'nerves' what
I thought ailed them."
The doctor looked a little disap"What's that, John?"
pointed when he saw Matle, and at
"Another conspiracy, I reckon."
first there was a bit of embarrassO
ment between them. I considered this
good sign, and really Matie looked
a
Now that the pure food law has
well.
demonstrated that certain popular very
I got the doctor to talking about
brands of smoking tobacco were himself and telling his thrilling exlargely composed of alfalfa, some
in the west. He talked very
one ought to start a tobacco factory periences
well and seemed to be enjoying himIn New Mexico.
We have the alfalfa. self.
After a little I left them, for someyoung folks generally make
how
Still Another Version.
more
headway when alone, and I
Mary had a little lamb.
went to the kitchen to make some
It was as tough as leather.
coffee.
To chew she had to work like sin
When I returned I made a lot of
To bring her Jaws together.
noise, but bless you!
Matie had the
Harvard Lampoon.
floor and was talking psychology to
a
him. and he loklng bored to death.
I sat right down and readjusted matROSCOE, THE ROOSTER.
ters getting the conversation to the
tender passion and marriage,
marry, doctor,"
to
"You ought
said I. "You would be a man a woman could be so proud of, and It
won't be long, either, till your name
will be worth the having."
Matle looked as If she agreed with
me, and the doctor seemed real pleased.
"Mrs. Howe, you have been so good
to me." said he, "that I feel I can
talk to you about my happiness. I
haven't been as happy In years as
now."
Matle looked pleased at this, and
then told him that happiness was not
the greatest thing in life; that duty
should always come first, and she,
for her part, always did her full duty.
He said something polite and I
hastened to turn the conversation
again to what was evidently
next
his heart. But It Just seemed as if
Matle was possessed to say the wrong
thing. She insisted upon asking what
FLEES TO NEW YORK,
he thought of nervous diseases and
then gave It as her opinion that women
shouldn't
have nerves. She
(To be continued.)
hadn't.
"I think ,Uiey would not be as
dear and sympathetic if they had no
COMPANY ARRIVES
frailties or what you call 'nerves,'
said he.
"That's Just it; you sympathize with
'em and they are worse. ' cried Matie,
getting somewhat excited.
"I'll see if the coffee is ready," said
I, sort of discouraged.
"Let me help you." said the doctor,
The Manhattan Musical Comedy
Co. which will open at the Casino rising, and following me out.
"Mrs. Hows, I am about to take
Sunday night will arrive in the city your
"
advice
on Sunday morning.
The company
the most sensible thing you
comes from El Paso, where they have can"It's
do," answered 1, "and the vninun
been playing to iblg business for the of your
choice will be all that she
past five weeks. This company will should be.
I.
sure she will if
play at the Casino four weeks and you really love am
"
her
to
then return
El Paso for a four
do most devotedly. I think she
"I
weeks' stay at the Airdome.
Is everything she should be," and In
"The Telephone Girl." which Is the his enthusiasm he squeezed my hand.
opening bill, gives promise of proving
I felt that I had succeeded In fixa splendid show and with this excel- ing things In a very limited time, and
lent company the Casino will no was rather astonished that I hadn't
doubt have a Iblg opening.
noticed the admiration for Matie soon-- I
er. Somehow 1 wasn't as elated as I
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
expected to be. I felt that 1 should
miss him evenings.
Mrs. M. J. Gunsul, mother of
"Better go in and tell her." I said.
Gunsul, arrived in the city last
I had the coffee In one hand and
night from a visit to Roswell.
a plate of sandwiches In the other.
Esquipula Baca. Marcelino Baca and I nearly dropped both when 1
and l.ouls Leya, of Pena Blauca, are heard him say:
In Albuquerque on business.
"That's what I came out here for."
Here he took advantage of my hands
Bring us your Job work. Prices being full and kissed me.
the very lowest and the work will
"Well," said Matie that night when
stand Inspection anywhere. JJuslness
she came into my room and I had
and calling cards a specialty.
told her. "well, ain't all men alike?
widow-tThey prefer a meally-niouthe- d
NOTICE.
a woman with brains."
On and after May 16th, our retail
"Indeed. Matle," I said, sorrowfulfuel buslnes will be conducted on a ly, "I'm afraid most of them do."
cash basis. This means that payment
must accompany the order or be made
HOTEL
at time of delivery. No fuel will be
unloaded until it has been pnld for.
St urges.
W. H. HAHN & CO.
(His Walrath and wife, Oohlen, X.
M.; Mrs. J. K. Montoya. Thorena, X.
EGGS EOlt HATCHING.
Si.; Charles Shous and wife. ExcelEggs $1.60 peel setting. Rose comb. sior
Baca,
Mo.: Ksqulpala,
Brown Leghorns and Barred Rocks. l.uls SpiiiiKs,
Morcelio Buca, 1'ena
Pure bloods. 24l laying hens. Address Blanca.Baca,
X. M.; .Mrs. Louise 1'. Frey,
I. E. Pauley, Estancla, N. M.
Madrid, X. M.; Donald Kmbruin,
wife and family. Domingo; Will It.
Sprains Quickly rur.-.-l.
Hill, Chicago: Louis D. Ervln, IX' li
Bathe the parts freely with Cham- ver:
ity; lie.i.
A. L. Sailors, Kansas
berlain's Pain Balm and giv
A. Flaunigan. Denver; J. M. Fergu
rest, and a quick '?ure is cer- son,
Los Angeles; J. A. Sutherland,
tain. For sale by all druggists.
L. M. Service, Winslow.
Itching, bleeding, protruding
or
Alvaraclu.
blind piles yield to Doan'a Ointment.
H. M. Krhard, El Paso; Max 1'..
Chronic cases soon relieved, finally
Kl
I'aso;
Fitch,
F. C. Kelly. San Francured. Druggists all sell it.
X. Harrlsh, El I'aso; H. C.
cisco:
an
New arrivals for the week: Brus- - Miller,
t rancisco; ii.
sels and velvet carpets. Thirty new Slyck, Kl I'aso; John Dugan and wife,
patterns of rockers to select from at M. E. o'Donnell. Chicago; V. F. Sh. l
Futrelle's Furniture Emporium.
ton, Kansas City; R. J. Withered,
"
IVnver; A. M. Hoggs. Xew York: F.
I.OI DON'S Ol'AKANTEED PI KE J Bullene. Denver: David Sinay, Chi-KCREAM AT VANN'S.
(cago; David Bachra'k. Rochester, X.
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A Carload of the Finest FURNITURE
Ever Seen in Albuquerque

F. H. STRONG

Everything for- the Houl
-

STRONG BLOCK

2nd and Copper
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Suspect

AUTOMATIC
Constructed on Scientific
Principles.
Call and Sec Them.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.
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The Nogaleg Oasis, of Arizona, assumes a great deal In stating that
President Roosevelt will be the next president to succeed himself, yet it
tells the truth when it states that he is dally growing in popularity with
The Oasis believes that Theodore Roosevelt Instead of losing
the- people.
There is a whole
around, is gaining: it daily east, west, north and south.
lot of truth, in the following editorial from that paper:
"Desnite all Previous declarations that he will not consent to stand .as a
candidate for the presidency again, and despite all efforts of monopolists
and their hired newspapers to make it seem that President Roosevelt Is losing
ground, there is every evidence that the people have given ntm tneir utmost
confidence and will see to it that he remains in the presidential harness until
Every effort of the plucompletion of the great work he has inaugurated.
with
tocratic forces to put the president in the wrong serves to endear him
a deeper aemana mat ne wun
the people, and forces in the popular mind
:oraw his declaration that he will not run again.
"The entire effort of certain newspapers is to make it appear that the
president is losing ground.
But the fact is that he is gaining ground very
rapidly.
It has ceased to be a drift, and is becoming rapidly a swiftly
'moving force, irresistible and overwhelming, rising steadily to sweep all
before it.
It is shown in the open declarations of such leaders as Senator
LaFollette of Wisconsin, Governor Cummins of Iowa, and other statesmen
of their kind. These men are in touch with the real sentiment of the people.
They know what the people want and they know that the people have a way
Governor Cummins is quoted as saying that Mr.
of getting what they want.
Roosevelt should recall his declaration that he will not run again, and Sen
ator LaFollette goes him one better by declaring that the republican con
Roosevelt by acclamation.
vention in 190S will

5fte Kayvoood ITCurcler tJriaC
The Arizona Gazette evidently believes in the policy of "an eye for an
eve and a tooth for a tooth."
In addition it belleveR In a fair and Impartial
trial with all prejudice and all personal feelings laid aside. The following
on the Havwood trial Is a pretty sensible summing up of the facts:
"No murder trial In many years, not even excepting that of Harry K.
Thaw, has Inspired the widespread Interest that the
cae In Idaho has. From one end of the country to the other sides
have been taken and the accused men either pronounced guilty or innocent.
It must be admitted, however, that these verdicts are largely influenced
by prejudice on both sides.
"The fact that the murdered man stood hlh in official and financial
circles and the accused men occupy equally as exalted positions in the world
of organized labor, should have no bearing on the case whatever.
Fair
play and Justice should alone rule and the men cither acquitted or found
guilty along those lines.
A man was murdered, it matters not at all who or what he was; a
life was taken; other men, it makes no difference who or what they are,
have been accused of the crime and brought to trial, and it now becomes
the duty of every loyal American citizen to proceed through the ordinary
court proi-tssewithout the injection of threats or undue influence from
Haywood-Moyer-Pettl-bon-

e-

either side.
"Tht stability

Mn-na-

arrivals.

1

'hen-absolut- e

.

of the United States rest in great measure with the courts
of the country, and when once the Judiciary falls, through fear or other
causes, to act independently, then our boasted liberty will be but a memory
'ne greatest government on earth a farce."

.
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5et Reacly fcr tfie 5air
In the press of affairs recently the Anmi.il Fair appears to have been
overlooked
It is a good time right now to recall the matter to the atten
tion of Albuquerque people In order that plans may he decided upon for
making it u.e usual rousing success.
A Committee was appointed some time ago to till ail vacancies in the
list or officials and start the ball rolling.
The committee is composed of
goou men ami will undoubtedly do Its part and do It well.
However, the
entire burden does not rest with the committer and now is a good time for
every one interested to begin talking.
and new ideas are needed and the best way to net them is
for each and every person In the city to begin thinking and talking.
The outlook for the season is bright.
New Mexico will enjoy a prosperous year and the fair ought to be a bigger and grander affair than ever
before.
Since 'lie first fair In Albuquerque, the annual event lias grown more
and mule popular until it Is now considered as the leading event in the
yearly calendar of the territory.
Let everybody boost to make it a big winner this dr.
Now Is tile
time to jdart boosting.

IT'S
a)

M

Y.: S. L. Bean, Los Angeles; P. J.
Parker, La Junta: C. A. Morse,
Henry B. W. Glllla, PennsylPennsylvania; M. Heiderhelmer.
vania; S. H. Mills, Las Vegas; R. A.
Love, La Junta; J. U. Selby, Denver;
U. L. Davis, Bluewater. X. M.; J. E.
Sheridan, Silver City; J. W. Roberts,
Topeka; Edward F. Zang, Chicago; C.

Smith. Los Angeles; Joseph Reno,
Xewton, Kan.; J. E. Hurley, Topeka;
J. W. Kendtick, wife and daughter,
Chicago; W. B. Storey, Jr., Chicago;
John A. Hast, Xew York.
H.

Savoy,
T. C. MolYett. Xew York; M. Carter, Jackson, Ky.; C. Seitz, Morality;
Mrs. Kittie Odell. Algodones, X. M. ;
J. A. Gilhes, Kansas City; J. K. Mason, La Junta; J. F. Downing, Amar-lllS. E. Johnston, Kansas City; F.
H. C.ousnoe, Chicago.
Cralge- Trinidad;
J. L.
Bolles.
Worngton, Kl I'aso; Geo. A. Russ,
S.
B.
El Paso;
Denison. El Paso.
W.

C.

known
Charles Hunt, the well
cattleman, lost a pocketbook
of
sleeper
on
containing $500
the
train No. 10 thl morning, as he was
en route from El Paso to Denver, accompanied by his son, Ralph Hunt.
Xo little excitement followed tin1
discovery of the loss. A search of
the porter on, the car and several
other persons suspected of the theft
result.
was made, but with futile
After Mr. Hunt hal finally become
reconciled to his loss, the porter dug
down under the mattress In the berth
where Mr. Hunt had slept and found
the missing wallet. It had slipped
out of the pocket or his trousers to
the place where it was found.
Mexico
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California xtage coach was burned the other day and i;v"ii it contained in the strong box went up in smoke.
The fire was caused by a cigar
e
Hub.
What a beautiful example for the
advocates to point
out in their lecture tours.
The

ftrett car extension to the Highlands

advanceriicMt
and growth Albuquerque
here in ten years looks easy

is but

is making.

LEARNARD

"F:,i.:iil cf Trade Gets Busy," Is the headlines In the Williams, Arizona,
News,
miimi be u. women'a board of trade.
A New

pass 'iter.

York press report states that a conduc tor held up and robbed a
thi.',fc leave tiitti fced.
It used to be the Com
:e

.;'.
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Concerts at Home

VICTOR
1,000 RECORDS

!..

4

Ifilew

k

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

COAL

To

WOOD
wannBaaBBBi

FOR CASH ONLY

G

FORTY

;Phone 98

ItJlil

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
$8.60
PER TON
BLOCK
BE8T AMERICAN
W W)
PER TON

AFTER MAY IS

John

PIANOS

Cash Buyers and all who may desire a Piano will
not overlook this sale. Just received a $1500
shipment of TALKING MACHINES and RECORDS. We will be Glad to show YOU our stock

another proof of the
Fifty thousand pcopv

THE TAILOR

Gold Avenue

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

Beaven

S.

602 SOUTH
A

to Wist

Dyspepsia Is America's curse. Burdock Hlood Bitters conquers dyspepsia every time. It drives out impurities, tones the stomach, restores perfect digestion, normal weight and
good health.

Of all uied and rented Pianos opens MONDAY
MORNING, MAY 13. Watch for the descrip-tiv- e
bill which will be placed in your home
showing the EXTRAORDINARY
OPPORTUNITIES we place before you
OUR

1

S500

TO BUYM PBAMO

TODAY

KACKLEY

WHITSON MUSIC CO.,

CHAS. HUNT LOSES
WALLET CONTAINING

WILL PAY THE BOY.

Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.

o;

OUR SEVENTH ANNUAL SALE

The report comes from Roswell that the Standard
!1 company
has
already taken su ps to gobble up the Pecos Valley oil fields.
If this is true
clay
is
a
it
tony
for the Pecos Valley.
Yet from the experience the Kansas
people recently had with the Standard, it is Just possible that tile cheapest
way cut of the affair would be to give the Standard the fields outright
without putting them to the trouble of forcing Individual owners to surrender their claims.
John D.'s reputation for taking what lie want is well
known.

I
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Tta Square Music Dealers

or today are
theTill;ciui.mu.'N
MKN AMI WOMEN OV

TOMOItUOW.
their physical and
mental well being with indigestible
breaiL
Remember, they grow hvt--i
when fed best. Select a quality of
bread that you know ia made right li.
every way. Under sanitary conditions, of good flour, properly mixeci
and baked, so m to be wholesome Hnci
nutrition, fallings' bread on ti ia.
will be found to fulfill every recjul.e-rnenDo not Injure

L

k
r
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206 Wttt Gold Avenue

Established 1900

ii

PEERLE8S
HOMEMADE
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
STORE.
FEE'S

PIONEER BAKERY
207 Sou lb First Street.

Till lislvW,

VISIT

OF

MAY

'ALBUQUERQUE- - EVENTED

1, Il7.

BRASS

Refio, XpwI'mi, Kan., and Edward F.
Zang. private secretary
to Second
Vice President Kendrlck, of Chicago.
After leaving Santa Barbara President Ripley made stops at the petrified forests of Arizona, the Grand
canyon and other places of Interest.
General Manager A. G. Wells and
General Superintendent I. I... Hlbbard,
of the coast lines, with headquarters
at Los Angeles, returned west this
morning, running as a special train.
Pecos Valley 'Line to Be Rebuilt.
Regarding the operation of the cutoff, President Ripley said that no
through passenger trains would be
put on before next fali, or at leaHt
until after the Peeos valley Jine can
be practically reouiit, and this means
several months' work.
"It is our Intention to put the Pecos
valley line In a condition on a par
with the Eastern Railway of New
Mexico, and there is no better road
To do
In the country than that.
this we will have to practically rebuild the road clear through to Wel
lington, Kan., a distance of 425 miles.
We also want to get this Rio Puerco
cut-ocompleted
before opening
service on the Belen
Santa Fe Tnutcil With S. P,
"How about the rumored trade of
the Santa Fe with the Southern Pacific of the Phoenix Eastern?" was
asked President Ripley.
"We built the Phoenix
Eastern
about two years ago and we have
been having trouble with the Southern Pacific over It ever since.
To
settle this trouble the Santa Fe made
a little trade with them.
We had
similar differences with the Southern
Pacific In northern California, and
to settle both difficulties the Southern Pacific gave ground in California
and we gave them the Phoenix East
ern in Arizona."
Ripley's N'ew Car.
Mr. Ripley was riding In his new
car. No. 17, which is now on its in
itial official trip ever the system. No.
17 Is the finest can owned by the
Santa Fe company, and is a "dream,
according to the proud colored porter that keeps its hardwood interior
finishings shining like a looking
glass.

COL-

LARS WAS VERY
BRIEF

President Ripley and Party
Are Viewing the Belcn
Cut-Of- f

Today.

For five hmirs this morning Alliu- querque us the ntllelal headquarters
of the Atcliiin, Topeka & Santa Fa
railway system. durtiiK which period
the following high otllcials were here:
Frexldent E. P. Ripley. Second Vice
President J. W. Kendrlck. General
Manager J. E. Hurley, General Solicitor Gardner Lathrop, Chief Engineer
W. It. Storey, Jr., General Manager
A. G. Wells, coast lines; Chief Engineer C. A. Morse, General Superintendent K. J. Parker, western grand
division; General Superintendent I. L.
Hlbbard, coast lines; Superintendent
Vegas division; SuS. H. Mills, La
K.
Etter, Rio
W.
perintendent
Grande division; Superintendent E. J.
Gibson, Albuquerque division; Superintendent Kurn, New Mexico division,
and a host of minor otllcials of both
the coast and main lines.
The special train carrying President
Manager A. O.
Ripley, General
"W'ells,
General Solicitor Gardner
Lathrup and others, arrived here at
6:30 o'clock this morning. All were
asleep. At 6 o'clock the party was
awakened by Second Vice President
Kendrlck, General Manager Hurley
and General Superintendent Parker,
who arrived In the city yesterday
from the east.
Inspecting Cut-of- f.
The Ripley special was made up of
three special cars, Nos, 17, 3 and 6.
The Kendrlck special was composed
of four cars. The two" were combined here and the official party left THREE STRANGERS
.
at 10 o'clock this morning for Helen,
to make an Inspection of the Belen
cut-of- f,
AND A BURRO
then continuing over the
After enterPecos vtilley division.
ing Oklahoma the party will tour
over the Texas lines, going to GalvesWhen the combination Is right, the
ton and then back to Chicago and
play will be interesting. If the com"I have enjoyed my sojourn In Cali- bination be a fat lady, a small man, a
Since leaving slim lady and a burro, the chances for
fornia very ..much.
Santa Barbara 1 have had a pleasant something to happen are favorable.
Yesterday a combination of this de
trip, and combining pleasure with
business I find that I can enjoy both. scription gave an exhibition on North
The roMt lines are In splendid First street, which, while not intend
Ripley this ed for the amusement of the public
shape," said President
was amusing nevertheless. The ladles
morning.
"From here I expect to visit tho and the gentleman wished to visit the
lines In Texas, Oklahoma and the woolen mill, and as means of trans
gulf territory, then return to Chicago portation they chose a modest burro
Mrs. Ripley is with which fact betrayed that the persons
and get busy.
were strangers, pot only to Albuquer
me and she has enjoyed the trip que.
but to the west.
equally as well as I have. I am alThe slender lady mounted
the
ways willing to visit Albuquerque,
burro
first; then the fat lady got on
for your business men make me and the man
decided
to
walk
because
our otllcials feel at home, and then
we work together.
I know of noth- there was not room left for him to
ing le to tell you, so will say good- ride.
"Get up!" said the man, when the
bye."
ladies were comfortably adjusted.
Vice President Kendrlck.
burro did not hear at least he
The
Second Vice President Kendrlck.
accompanied by Mrs. Kendrlck and did not stir.
Then proceeded a series of coax
their attractive daughter, were mem- ings,
pleadings and threats, but still
Mr. Kendrlck
bers of the party.
:
the
burro moved not.
said
"I guess the load is too much for
"The Santa Fe Is In better cond1- Im him," suggested the man. One of the
tlon today than ever before.
provements are being made all over ladies dismounted, the plump one,
There Is nothing un- and straightway the lowly animal
the system.
usual about our trip. We came hera started to travel. He did not hurry,
to meet President Ripley and ac but plodded along as stoically Indifferent as though he were packing a
company him over the Helen cut-oprospector's outfit along a mounted
and through the south.
Soon, Die plump lady began to
trail.
ItamlHoniewt Man (in SfRttni.
show signs of exhaustion; the air of
General Manager J. E. Hurley this
altitude was too rare for
bears the reputation of being the her, high
she putted like a porpoise
handsomest official In the Santa Fe out orandwater.
directory, besides being one of the
Oh, J m almost dead:
I can t
best liked. He said:
Let me ride," she exclaimed
"1 have a nephew in the newspaper breath. sylph-like
dismounted
business, and while he Is a capital andThethe heavy onecreature
assayed to mount
fibber, still I like all the boys In tho Then
began.
the
trouble
The large
newspaper world. While I would be lady was so
exhausted by walking
willing to give you any news that 1 mat the elasticity
had vanished from
know of. still I am no good this her system and .though
morning.
We are simply making an man tried to assist, she the gentle
could not
official tour over the main lines with spring to
the burro's back. Ther
the president."
was not a stump or rock handy to
Parker Says Thine.
lessen the distance from the Rrou.nl
ParSuperintendent
R.
to the burro s back, and the party
J.
General
ker, of the western grand division, was puzzled what to do.
While they were discussing the
with headquarters at La Junta, said:
"The western grand division from predicament. th burro lay down for
Is
being
a
Lamy
La Junta to
sneoze.
rcballasted
Then the big lady saw h r
and improved generally. At Los Cer. chance. She Hopped down upon th- rillos we have a large gang of men reclining Jack and was astraddle his
and two steam shovels busy, cutting shaggy back before he realized what
away several high hills, which will struck him.
The next Instant h
be used for ballasting.
We are stlU raised up and his weighty burden fell
cutting away hills and bluffs near off to the ground with something that
Trinidad and Raton for that section sounded like a thud. Evidently un
of the division.
The work on the able to put up longer with the wiles
new tunnel under Raton mountain of the tenderfcet, Mr. Burro decided
has not been started yet.
The nevv to resort to an unusual expedienttunnel when completed will save u. he ran. When last seen he was head
a ed homeward.
liniMiate
several minutes and
heavy grade."
General Superintendent Hibbard, of
the coast lines, said that everything THE SKATING FAD
n the
whs in first class condition
coast and business was good. In fact,
good
admitted,
so
was
business
he
HAS COME AGAIN
that they had trouble In taking care
of It all.
Chief Engineer Storey.
Large crowds are gathering every
Chief Engineer Storey , who has
been over the coast lines during the evening at the skating rink to enjoy
t.
last two weeks, seeing that the track, this delightful
Roller skat
ing, after being somewhat Ignored In
ties and bridges were In
years,
shape, preparatory to the officials late
is now the rage again.
It
passing over It, arrived In Albuquer- is more popular than ever before, and
que yesterday morning. He will ac- all friends of sport welcome the Invigorating and exhilarating diversion
company them over the Belen cut-o- il
There In suinething about spinning
and through the south. He said:
arouna on roller skates that fascinany
contemplating
are
"We
not
very great improvements, as we are ates. It is a sport for old and young,
having some trouble In completing big and small. It is easy to learn,
the work we have already started. and once learned you can never forTiie whole system Is being strength-trie- get It or grow tired of It. A fad like
though, to prevent any similar roller skating is a benefit to the city,
accident as occurred on the Southern In that It inspires many to tako
"al.,
Pacific at Honda.
in which healthful exercise who formerly spent
thrty-t.v- o
Shriners were killed and too much time Indoors. We trust the
many more Injured."
rink has come to stay.
Other railroad officials who greeted the president and his party were:
Rest couches, felt mattrese, child's
H. M Erhard. district
passenger rolling
chairs, chiffoniers, cots and
and freight agent. El Paso; P. Rip- book cases are among the new
arrivley, trainmaster. San Marcial; H. S. als for the week at Futrelle's FurnitVan Slyck, El l'aso; R. A. Love, La ure Emporium, corner Second street
Junta; J. W. Roberts, Topeka; Jos. and Coal avenue.
ft

cut-off-
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BE
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tlty of Improved funning machinerv
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
u;erils. M.
Salazar. of'
Springer, negotiated hn ale and the
at Santa Fe res,i.rKr A wniterSavoy
price paid was JlJ.i
iM cash and,
Hotel.
I'nder
lll.oco in the form of eleven notes, L taurant.
'ST A a rife s' iTTl d gol d h unttng
of $1,000 each, payable annually.
case watch, with black leather fob.
Juan Marline, tip- - native machin201 North
Liberal reward offered.
ist who fired a shot at his wife In
street.
Hill
Barelas Monday morning, Is still
missing. Although three officers of WANTED A partner In a house furnishing business, established seven
the county are looking for him, it is
years: need more capital; located
unlikely that he will l,e apprehended.
In one of the best towns In the terIt Is believed that .Martinez has left
ritory good schools, churches, arBernalillo county.
tesian water, a county seat and
Some complaint has been made to
the best climate and people on
the traction company that vandals.
earth. Come out and see, or adRnd other persons have fairly stripped
dress for. particulars, S. M. Brown,
the waiting room at the co'urt house
Gallup, N. M.
of all signs of being anything but a
The waiting room Is an
skeleton.
abandoned street cur. and when
placed there It had good seats and
windows In It.
t
Accompanying the Riplev party'
to
from Ash Fork
Albuquerque, were
Messrs. Ford Harvey, general manThursday. May 23
ager of the Harvey system, and J. F.
manager
of the Harvey news
Huckle.
and curio service. The two managers have been inspecting their
LOOK WHO'S COMING!
houses over the coast line and are
now en route to Kansas City.
The Famous Originals
A warrant was Issued by Police
Judge Craig this morning against
Mrs. Jennie Waters, charging
her
(with disturbing the peace of Bessie
JTrauth. The two women got into a
difficulty a few nights ago and before they were separated fist blows
were exchanged. It Is alleged.
The
hearing will be held tomorrow morn- Glady.Van
him!

I

HERE

Ballut Abyad Temple to Wel
come Imperial Potentate
In Royal Style.
Arthur Everltt. chairman
t the
Masonic entertainment committee. Is
busy today arranging for the reception tomorrow of Supreme Potentate
Frank W. Roundy, of Chicago, and
B. W. Powell, Imperial recorder, both
of whom were elected to their exalted
positions at the recent Shrlner con
clave at Los Angeles. The two offi
cials accompanied by their official
escort, Alepo Temple, of Boston, will
arrive tomorrow morning at 7:45
o'clock, and will remain In Albuquerque throughout the day. An elabo
rate program Is being arranged for
their benefit as Is evidenced by the
following notice issued by the committee:
All Shrlners and Islslans are requested to appear with tcz at the
depot at 7:45 a. m., tomorrow (Friday), to meet and welcome the Imperial Potentate, Noble Frank W.
Roundy. and party, who, to the number of thirty or more, will stop the
whole day In eur city. As this Is the
lost of the Shrlners returning this
way, we desire a good crowd to welcome them.
Masonic hall will be
open all day and the assistance of
the other Masons and Daughters of
Isis In helping entertain our visitors
By order
will be appreciated.
of
Acting Potentate.
A. EVERITT.
Chairman of Committee.

Make Your
Hot Porch

I

Cool

ELKS OPERA HOUSE
"The Mod ComfortabU Place
House."

in tli

table, serviceable room of
all.
Call and see oar Mock

PORCH SHADES

Murray"0 Mack

ALBERT FABER'S

ing.

.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

c

A Checking Account
Put System Into Your Business

W
book.

ft

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

A. C. BILICKE

SCHOOL YEAR IS

The Cotillon c'ub will give a negligee dress partv at the Casino Friday
night.
The Elks had a meeting last night New Mexico Normal Celebrat
and four new members were Initiated.
All rode the goat with credit.
Ing End of ProsperThe sidewalk builders are getting
busy. A walk Is being laid on First
ous Year.
street, between Railroad avenue and
Copper.
Mrs. and Miss Pomeroy (f t'hamb-ersburThe New Mexico Normal sChno at
arrived in Albuquerque last
night and will remain here a few Silver City Is sending out unusually
attractive invitations, to its commenceweeks.
exercises for the year lUnT. Th
The Geronimos will play the Bar- ment
school has enjoyed a, season of markelas team at Traction park Sunday, ed
prosperity and its prospects for the
instead of the latter ground, as was incoming
term are extremely bright.
first reported.
The following is the program
of
The regulur travelers over the Coal events:
avenue viaduct are feeling much gratday.
Friday.
May
Field
parlia10;
ified by reason of the extensive re- mentary contest. Friday, May
anpairs being made on the floor of that nual society literary contest, 17;
Friday,
structure.
May 24; baccalaureate address, SunA meeting of the Woman's auxilday, May 26; class clay, Monday, May
iary of St. John's parish will be held 27; public reception, Tuesday, May
at the home of Mrs. H. G. Wilson, 28; graduating exercises. Wednesday,
4 14
West Gold avenue, tomorrow aft- May 2H; alumni anniversary, Wednesernoon at 4 o'clock.
day, May Z').
Assistant Marshal Kennedy, Frank
Commencement nigl.t proper falls
Doudeu and Mr. Sutherland went out on May 2'.. Tie unit
of exercises
to Coyote canyon In the Sandia mounwill be as follows:
tains this morning to look after min- Invocation
ev. W. A Nicholas
ing Interests.
Instrumental Music
There will be a meeting of the Wo- 'Social Evolution"
:.t md Alice I'osgroV e
man's auxiliary on Friday, May 17. at
4 p. m.. at the residence of Mrs. B.
"The True Aim of Society"
G. Wilson, on West Guld avenue.
Kasei Cia .v oil
A
IV
full attendance is desired.
Harriett Florence Coi.-o- n
The funeral of Mrs. America S.
who died Tuesday, was held this Social Equality" ..
Alma Zula Uoone
morning from the Immaculate Con. . .Emma
Schutz
In
ception church, with interment
.
Vocal
Musi.
Santa Barbara cemetery.
'
. .Margaret
Public
Opinion".
rne.- I!a
The Woman's Home Missionary soh.iTectg of Social Control"
ciety of the Presbyterian churc h will
Fin'c-nHon e
meet at the hon.e of Mrs. J. W. AnS'i'iril I .'liie-: e of WeaUV . . .
derson. SDK South Walter street, toMargar-- : '.'.uv.Uf Thompson
morrow afternoon, at i':SU o'clock.
"Education" .
Ia:ia Mac greg r
Next Tuesday night Owen A. Hurt-neVocal Music
of the Albuquerque company of iYesent.'it, on of Oil .oirias .
,
the New Mexico national guard, will
Hon. C. C. Jhoernakc r
deliver a lecture to the company on
the use of high explosives in military
service.
Sidney W. Worthy, of Bluewater,
N. M., treasurer of the BJuewater Development company, who was in Chicago for several days on official
business, arrived in the city last
night.
The Woman's Hwine Missionary society of the Congregational church,
held a meeting at 3 o'clock this afternoon at the residence of Mrs. Holm-quls- t,
corner of Coal avenue and
Fifth stree t.
The banquet which the ladies of
Annua council, Order of Pocahontas,
will give tonight at Red Men's hall,
will be a treat the members of the
council .should not mi.-- -.
It will start
at !) o'clock prompt.
The fishing season throughout New
Mexico was opened yesterday,
and
tho anglers of Albuquerque and other
cities in the territory will have until
October 1 5 to try and catch all the
fish in the various
of the
territory maybe.
Sheriff Perfecto Arniljo Is expected
to arrive In Albuquerque Saturday or
Sunday
morning
with
Sonobio
Sanchez, the accu-e- d
murderer jf
Rancher McCornber, in the Manzano
mountains, in 1904.
Sanchez is at
present confined in the jail at Alaino-gord-
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Courtesy and
Tour friendship and patronage is appreciated.
attention to guests is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

1- -2

West Gold
Where to Dine Well

10 per cent.

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Dividends In the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.

g.

n,

Los Angeles, California

Galvanized Iron Cornice, Tin Hoofing, Sheep-di- p
Tanks, Cialvanizrd
Water Tanks, ripe and Itcpalr Work.

SILVER CITY

8. MITCHELIi invite their friends to make
Xetv Mexico headquarters at

and JOIIN

The Hollenbeck Hotel

C. F. Allen

CLOSED AT

HEN you pay all bills by check, your bulnM ta recorded
accurately.
Each Item ahowa for Itself. There ! a correct record of all receipts and expenditures In your baa

For every bill you pay, you tret a receipt. Tou have pesttrr
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and smeH
accounts,
,

er

t

shadei will gtn
reatfnl
retreat on the hottest day,
ddlng another
practically
room to your home and
that room the most comforVtirior

you a cool, socl ailed

Gertrude Rutledge
Francisco Baca, accused of being
an accomplice in the murder
of
Manuel Madrid, at Hillshorn. about
May Gabriel
six weeks ago. arrived at the penitentiary yesterday In harge of SherBae Hamilton
iff Ed Tafoya.
of
sierra county.
Great precautions are being taken to Gus Pixley
prevent his escape, as he Is regarded
as a dangerous prisoner.
The two
Bobby Harrington
women charged with Baca as responsible for Madrid's death were found
Fred Guilliard
guilty and sentenced to be hung by
Judge Parker last week.
. P. J. Kane
All seven of the applicants who appeared before the dental board at
and Their Incomparable Cast
Santa Fe this week for the purpose of
STREET RAILWAY
and a Heal Singing and Dancing
securing licenses to practice In the
Chorus of Nature's
territory, were successful and have
received the necessary permission.
PUREST FEMININE I KI.ICITV
WORK IS PROGRESSING They are: Dr. C. M. Stanflll, of Al
buquerque; Lr. Joseph Wltscher. of
Albuquerque; Dr. Charles A. Elle." Seats on sale at Matron's Book Store
Tuesday, May 21st.
Albuquerque; Dr. R. Fred Petti'
The dozen men employed by the of
Albuquerque; Dr. L. R. Hough, of
Albuquerque Traction company to of
Prices
50c 75c and $1.00
construct tho Second street cut-ofor Portales; Dr. J. J. Clarke, of Artesia;
Carriages 11. p. m.
its Barelas-lumbmill line, are mak- Dr. J. G. Hall, of Pecos.
ing fast progress with the work. At
Our ROFGH DRY work oon's have
noon today the crossing at Second and
Ilallroad avenue was nearly complet- to be washed over. Imperial Launed. In order to keep the work going, dry Co.
two cars are being operated on the
old town line west of Second street,
NOTICE.
and one to Barelas, making Second
On and after May lfith. our retail
street the terminus.
fuel business will be conducted on a
This plan will be continued until cash basis. This means that payment
the crossing Is placed and ready for must accompany the order or be made
use.
Then the work of p lacing tho at time of delivery. No fuel will be
single track along Second street will unloaded until It has been paid for.
W. H. HAHN & CO.
begin. This work will consume poso
sibly two weeks' time, when the
GOLD)
AVE.
track at Second and Gold will be
connected with the track at Second
and Railroad avenue.
After the line from the sawmill to
Barelas is In operation, the construction work on the Highland line will
be started und rushed.

a u o i:
tau TOWN

I

A

J20.00

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. -

small cash payment and
a month will buy a
house, with bath.

CO.,
J. E. ELDER, ArmlJoBuildlng.

Under.Savoy IIotcr
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
1
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
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The Albuquerque

. The telephone makes the

Hatters

duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

Hats Cleaned and Illorked In
any Style Panamas a SpeClothing
cialty
steam
ExOca mil and Iress-d- .
press Orders Attended
to
Promptly.

Corner

telephone
The
your health, prolongs your Ufe
and protects your home.

TOU NEtD A TELEPHONE

IX YOCR HOSCE

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

rDooooooooocre

FLjT

Gold Ave.
3rd St.A.
Phone 580.

screens

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
enxtern-mad- e
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CASINO

PINNING MILIj
SUPERIOR
SEE OUR NEW UKICK HUILDLNO
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J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
S
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economical; full measure.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBTQCERQCE, NEW HEX.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

th

Grand Opening
Sunday Night May 19

r

Do You Need

The Manhattan Musical Comedv Co.

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

o.

The closing exercUes of the sev
eral city schools were held yesterday.
Ihe school year has been marked hv
:t high average of scholarship
and
the teachers are to be complimented
upon the. good work done In all
grades. The standards set In the Albuquerque schools are worthy
'f
emulation in every city in the territory. The hith school closing exercises will be held In the Elks' theater
tonight.
Emelio Valdez, of Springer, N. M
has Just completed arrangements for
the purchase of the 4, Out) acres of
land sixteen miles southwest of here
known as the Jacquot ranch.
The
properly hi long been regarded
one of the most productive in the ter.
ritory, as It mise annually over
i.,ii tf alfalfa.
Included In the
trarn-rcart ;'n head of graded cattle, a number of horet; al.--o a cjuan- -

TRY US;

The Telephone Girl

RIGHT PRICES

BEST OF QUALITIES

I

A Great Show
With Sixteen Musical Numbers

If HRRF.R &
212

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

rn

NORTH

SECOND

ST.

h

.

Frpp Phonographs prp.
1
hoe v. X. liritluuu
118 South feecond Street

X

3
.

MATT1CUCC1

I

Admlssijn 35c.

Children 25c.

No Reserved Seats
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clas

and repair
klilpment of new

bhooniuUcr

er. Jutt
hoes.

GREEN FRONT,

105 North First St.

Highland Livery
a specialty. Best
Saddle horse
drivers in the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
BAM BROOK BI105.

nn

Sa

tia Juha Street

ALBUQUJiKQUE

AGE SIX
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One-twelf- th

one-ten-
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CREAM

sier
labor and trouble it
biscuit and cake
makes
of finest flavor, light, sweet, appetizing, digestible and wholesome.
hot-bread- s,

i,
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Corslcan, returned to the Island to
charge of the operations.
A dispatch
For
from Corsica recently take years
the Interior of the counannounced the death of Hellaeoscla, four
try
scene
was
a
of
guerilla
the
fierce
the last of the Corslc an brigands. By
side was
his death, at the age of 83. Is ended warfare, and on neither
not onlv one of the most romantic truce granted nor expected. The netlives of the nineteenth century, but, work of the law gradually closed on
fortunately, a distinct period in the the outlaw. One by one his accomplices and followers were taken, one
social history of the Island.
by one the exits were closed.
His
For fifty years he practically gov- chief
lieutenant, his brother Jacques,
erned the Island from his fastnesses was fatally
near
wounded
the
in the mountains.
His real name
Calling together his followwas Antonio Bonelll. and he received ers,
he
made
them
divert
stream
the
the nickname of Hellaeoscla. owing to and dig a grave in Its bed.
ho
his extraordinary physical develop- was dead his body was to beAfter
ment. In audacity. In the number of there and the stream redirected burled
to
Its
his crimes, and his long immunity original course.
"Neither dead nor
from punishment he was far In ad- alive
the soldiers have my
vance of his Neapolitan and Sicilian body." shall
he said. To this day his grave
confreres.
Is unknown.
In 18 4") Bonelll demanded the hand
At last, when the old chief had
of a country girl in marriage, but
on account of his unruly disposition seen nearly all of his followers disappear,
killed or prisoners, he recogwas harshly refused by her father.
He thereupon carried off his lady- nized that the game was almost up,
love to the mountains, whither he and sent a message to Capt. Ordloni,
as pursued by her father nnd rela- appointing a rendezvous on Mount
The captives.
Doubling on his tracks In the llni to discuss surrender.
night, he surprised and shot down tain went unarmed, alone, and in
who
found
mufti.
The captain,
every male member of her family.
From thenceforward he was an Bonelli surrounded by his band, all
unconoutlaw, his only home the forest and armed to the teeth, demanded
the mountain, and here he soon be ditional surrender, which Bonelell recame the leader of a numerous band, j fused. At the fourth Interview, OrdiFor forty years he ravaged the coun- onl persuaded the old chief. "It Is
try, holding the traveler to ransom only a matter of a days and you must
The old
and the farmer to tribute. He con be taken or shot," he said.
a minute and then
trolled the elections, perverted nnd robber pondered gun
and daggers and
dispensed Justice.
The Island gen- Hung down his
darmerie were quite Incapable of allowed the captain to lead him away
either cMriturlnD1 lilm or checking his a prisoner, after fifty ytars of outdepredations.
A regiment of infan-- l lawry.
Such was the prestige of his name
try Has dispatched against him, hut
any
success.
greater
Th that, though condemned four times
w ithout
French government spent no less by default and undoubtedly guiltyBes-tl-ofa
than 175.000 In their efforts to lay Innumerable crimes, the Jury at govacquitted him.
The French
Bonelll low. Spies, however, always
brought him timely and exact Infor ernment exiled him to Marseilles,
ago he was alyears
a
few
whence
expeditions.
numerous
mation of the
the larger of which were successfully lowed to return, old and powerless,
evaded, the smaller ones equally sue- - to the scenes of his former exploits.
Four times' His captor. Capt. Ordionl, was processfully ambushed.
Bonelll was condemned to death by moted colonel of gendarmerie, and
now commands the Eighteenth legion
default.
In 18X8, however, a Capt. Ordionl, at Bordeaux.
a
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Maximo Gomez had several camping places In the timber, so well con-

Territorial
Topics
Larrazolo, w ho has been con
fined to his home at Lis Vegas, for
some time with rheumatism, is reported better.
Grasshoppers In great numbers are
reported as prevalent in the lower
Mesilla valley between Mesllla and El
Paso, Texas. They have already done
much damage to growing crops.
A marriage
license was issued at
Santa Fe by Probate Clerk George W.
Arntijo yesterday to airs. E. A. Seher- er, aged 55, and William H. Leathers,
aged 68, both of Estancia.

During the week, E. B. Newman, of
Holhrook, Arizona, sold to A. Vande-war- t,
of Brown & Adams, of Boston,
his large clip of wool, of about 70.000
pounds at lt'-- i cents, or something
near $10,000 for the lot.
There is a big roundup In progress
between the San Andres mountains
and the Kio Grande river, the
Turney's and others are getting ready to ship between four and
five thousand head of cattle from
Itiucon on the 14th.
Gil-mor-

Tuesday last Mrs. Ignacio Otero de
Aragon died ut her home at Man-zanTorrence county. She left three
sons and one married daughter. She
years old at the time
was sixty-fiv- e
of her death. The remains were interred at the Catholic cemetery in
that ancient village.
o,

James J. Hagerman, of Hosweli, has
to Acting
tendered his resignation
Governor James W. ltaynolds. as a
water commissioner of the territory
to take effect at once. Mr. Hagerman was appointed to the office under the provisions of a law enacted
by the thirty-sevent- h
legislative assembly.
The largest black bass ever caught
out a,t Kroenlg's lakes was captured
by L. N. McNeace, of the New Optic
hotel, during the past week, and Is
now frozen in a large cake of Ice and
is on exhibition at the Arcade saloon,
says the Las Vegas Optic. It is a
splendid specimen of small mouth
black bass and Is being admired by
many people.

What They
SmoRragj!
Were
O0OCsOO0OOOO404O

Uvalde, Texas, May 16. The United
States pure food law has played havoc
with tobacco smoking in this part of
g
habits of the
Texas. The
cow boys have been revolutionized by
an innocent looking little pamphlet
issued recently by the government. It
contains the analysis of various products that are in general use, and;
among them a popular
brand of
smoking tobacco, which comes in little sacks, and is popular throughout
the southwest. When "Jim" Belford
came In from his ranch to get his
mail the other day, he found this
pamphlet In his postofftce box. It
bad been sent to him by his old
friend. Major "Mow" Harris of San
Antonio, deputy United States Internal revenue collector for this district.
Major Harris had written upon the
front leaf of the pamphlet:
"This will tell you what kind of
stuff we have been smoking."
Mr. Belford took the pamphlet over
to the store and glanced through it
while his order for ranch supplies was
being tilled. Under the heading of
the brand of tobacco which was
smoked by almost every man in this
region, its analysis was given as, follows: Tobacco 27 per cent; alfalfa 63
per cent; arsenic 6 per cent; opium
1 per cent; fluid. S per cent.
Could it be true that he had been
smoking alfalfa to say nothing of
arsenic and opium? He read the an
alysis over a second time. Then he
arose and walked over to the counter
where the storekeeper was wrapping
up the goods he ha.d bought.
"Bill, put me up about three pounds
of alfalfa, mixed with arsenic and
opium and a little tobacco thrown in,"
he ordered.
"Hill" started at Belford In amazement.
"What's the matter of you. Jim?"
You know I don't keep any of them
things on sale, except tobacco," he
said. "I did have a few bales of alfalfa hay here last summer, but It
did not pay me to carry it, so I quit."
"Oh, yes, you do sell all of them
and you have got them In stock right
now," Belford quietly replied.
The Imputation that he did not
know what was contained in his stock
of goods angered Jennings, and the
outcome might have resulted somewhat seriously had the argument been.
life-lon-

i

The county board of supervisors
held a meeting on the ith instant, for
t lie purpose of opening and considering bids for the general repair of the
county bridge at this place, says the
Holhrook Argus. A. M. Boyer being
the lowest acceptable bidder, he was
awarded the contract as per the proposals set forth In his bid, and in accordance With agreed specifications
required by the board. Mr. Boyer proposed to do the work for 1947.50, including cost of the material which the
county is to furnish and charge the
expense of same against the bi liler.
04J J04JOOOCsOOO4O
There was one other hid tli.it was
(lii.iii Harper'!. WecLly)
much lower, but the bidder failed to
Caswell Bonnet, for many
JaUe
state the kind and amount of repairs
Ik- - of the Kentucky court of
he proposed to make, or submit an es- V";ir.ii. - a resident of Frank-tut- .
timate of the material neccs.uy to app'
..,i. - Ins home on Upper Main
make the required repair.-- .
ie,-t.
Next : i the Judge's yard was
a heiy st.ib'e.
In tile capital city,
KIKEKA!
is in most mii. til cities, the liverymen
Yes, I Have I'oiiml it at LastI
n
room
to house all tlm
it
lit'.Found what? W hy that Chamber-- j !'ii.
Iain's Salve cures eczema and all conveyances nt their customers, e.
manner of Itching of the skin. I ('eel illy on bi( d ts. and the buggies,
have been afflicted for many years . .1! I'l.lge.s. ete.. Were lilleil up ill tllO
with skin disease. I hid to get up i'eis. cln-- e to the curbing.
Th
Has very annoying to Judge
three or four times every right and
'wash with cold water to allay the I'eniiel and he decided to try to
terrible itching, but since using this oreak U! the practice. He first aphalve In December, 1905. the Itching pealed to the liverymen, then to tli"
has stopped and has not troubled me. newspapers, and finally to the city
Elder Johu T. Ongley, Kootvill. authorities, but the custom was too
liMuly planted In thtf city, and his ef- Pj For s.iU by all drutflsti.

00004K3004fO00000

pursued much longer.
"I want you to read this document," Belford said. "It s from Washington and is official."
Jennings read the tobacco analysis
and announced forthwith that he did
not believe a word of it. It took Belford some little time to convince him
that the analysis had been officially
made and must be correct.
"What am I going to do with all
the stuff I have on hand?" Jennings
inquired.
"Judging from the amount of alfalfa in it, It ought to make good cat
tle feed." Belford suggested. "You'll
be In luck if you ain't mobbed by
some of the cowboys when they hear
that you've been selling them alfalfa
and arsenic and other things In the
guise of tobacco."
The first thing that attracted Bel- ford's attention that evening when he
rode up to his ranch corral was a
bunch or his cowboys sitting upon the
board gate, each with a rolled cigar
ette In bis mouth and the strings of
a tobacco sack hanging out of his hip
pocket. They were the very picture
of contentment as they poured the
wreaths or smoke from their mouths,
Belfour rode up In front of them and
silently looked them over for a minute. Should he break the news to
them? Would it not be best to let
them continue In ignorance of the
kind of stuff they were smoking?
Then he thought of the arsenic anu
opium and decided to tell them about
It.
n
"You are a nice set of
ers." lie said by way of a, beginning.
The cowboys looked at him in
"It's a wonder every one of vou
and me along with you.- have not been
locoed rrom using arsenic and op
luni," he continued.
The cowboys were aroused by this
time. They demanded to know what
he meant by his Insults.
"I mean that that tobacco which
we've all been smoking is mostly alfalfa, arsenic and opium and I've got
tne document nere to prove it.
Mr. Belford then read the analysis
or the tobacco from his seat In the
saddle. When he had finished the
cowboys solemnly threw away their
cigarettes and emptied their sucks of
tobacco upon the- ground.
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SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

Facilities

Meant and Unaurpata

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.

and

Solicits
(

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISOX, TOPEKA A2fj SANTA FE

HI.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLD3
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK lfcKKB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYN0LD9

u.

m.

Presidaat
Vlca President

,...CaUer

Aaalatant Caahler
Director

fomtTORr

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

fSOO.OM.M
$25O,00O.ae

Santa Pe Railway Company

On

An Essential Thing
And there are many in the management of a bank, is the personal, painstaking care of iis
officers. Recognizing this responsibility, the officers of this
institution keep themselves in
touch with every important detail of the business. And the
outcome ? A generous and a
steadily increasing patronage.

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER
and you will find no better screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
inferior kind.
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They Keep the Flies Out
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NEW Mexico

capital and surplus. $100,000
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cealed that nobody but
timber wolves could find him, and In
one of these retreats a hospital was
maintained for more than two years
by an ebony Amazon called La Bayamesla.
Her real name Is Kosa Castellanos,
and she was one of the genuine heroShe
ines of the war for liberation.
is now living at Camaguey, practicing the profession of nurse and midwife, honored and respected by all
true Cubans.1
La Bayamesla Is a giantess, a
negress, six feet five Inches In
height .and as black as a block of
Her muscular deanthracite coal.
velopment Is extraordinary.
Her
strength was so great that she regularly carried the sick and wounded insurgents from t he camps and battlefields of Santa
Clara and Puerto
Principe on her back, twenty, thirty
and even fifty miles to her hospital
of
In the Najasa
hills, southeast
Camaguey. On a hill that is inaccessible to ordinary people she had a
row of tents rudely supplied with tho
necessaries of life and she hoisted her
patients to the top In hammocks. now.
well-train-

ALBUQUERQUE

a.

no
The hospital was .Impregnable;
army could have taken It, and It wa
so concealed by timber that the Span-lard- s
never could have found it except by accident. There Rosa
nursed the sick and wounded
with the assistance of several hospital
Every native,
stewards and nurses.
farmer and laborer In that part of
the country knew there was such a
place and respected her requests as
If they were the commands of the
Almighty. They gave her whatever
she needed from humble stores and
she was much better supplied than
any part of the Insurgent forces.
The Insurgent government gave her
a commission as captain In the army.
She was much more entitled to the
rank of general than the majority
of those who parade as such, for
when her hospital was vacant, when
there was no sick or wounded to care
for, La. Bayamesla went down and
fought In the ranks. She is now between sixty nnd seventy years old,
but ns vigorous as a woman of thirty.
When the proceeds of the thirty-fiv- e
million dollar loan were being distributed among the veterans of the
revolution she received eighteen hundred dollars as her share, with
which she bought a home In the city
of Camaguey, and there she Is living

.)
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Greatest Aid to Cookery
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Politically most of the voters of
Hermann are republicans. They were
avowed unionists during the civil war.
As Indicating the
belief of the people of Her- mann. It Is a curious fact that Folk
ran ahead of his ticket In Hermann
when nominated for governor.
Low of the Town t'nnnoii.
An amusing Incident occurred at
Hermann near the close of the civil
war. Price's confederate army hail
traversed Missouri from Arkansas to
the Missouri river and in October.
Most of
1x64. arrived at Hermann.
d
citizens of the town
the
were away In the union Service. A
few old men and some home guards
could not resist the temptation to
play a trick on the Invaders despite
the probable consequences. W illi nil
Bek tells the story:
"They took a small cannon which
the town owned, mounted it on one
of the many hills that overlook the
of
town nml when the vanguard
Price's army appeared In sight, they
discharged a well directed shot at
them anl then beat a hasty retreat.
tugging their cannon with them.
The troops halted anil opened fire
on the unseen foe.
After a short
time the attack came from a second
soon
a
hill and
third. Detach- from
twnts of troops were detailed to
They ascended the three
hlll.i successively and on the last
found the old cannon, spiked and
Angered at this prank
abandoned.
the soldiers rolled the cannon down
the bluff and Into the muddy Missouri. In later years the citizens extracted it from the river bed anil ;t
Is now mounted In front of the court
house at Hermann. This old gun has
added noise to many a celebration nt
Many a festive occasion
Hermann.
has It announced, many a political
ami other victory. When In 1S80 the
town celebrated Its fiftieth anniversary. It was Intended that the old
cannon should boom once for every
year of the town's existence.
For
forty some rounds nil went well,
when an extra charge tore a great
section out of Its side and so put the
old weapon out of commission."
In the town park of Hermann
stands a memorial monument, the
bust in heroic size of Charles D. Elt-zeOn the supporting base there
are Inscribed these brief words: "A
tribute to the memory of Charles D.
Eltzen, whose life was a record of
generous deed
and public usefulness." Xowhere else In Missouri has
a citizen shown the unselfish spirit
manifested In this Hermann Or- man. now dead. He presented Gas
conade county the magnificent court
which crowns the
house building
bluff overlooking
the surrounding
country. He had the honor of serv
ing In two constitutional conventions
of Missouri. From the bumble position of a penniless clerk In a Hermann store, he became through Individual effort the wealthiest citizen
of the county. He gave freely of his
money, his time and talents to school
and church, to the Masonic lodge,
to the county and to the town.
When the Gasconade county court
house became antlqunted and unfit
for modern use Mr. Eltzen out of his
own purse gave to the county the
building, at that time unsurpassed
among the rural court houses In Missouri. He is held by Hermann to
have been her chief citizen.
Hermann is the "Little Germany"
of Missouri. According to the last
census Its population is only 1.575.
Practically all this population is of
Oerman parentage or descent. When
Colonization com
the Philadelphia
pany sought a location Tor a oerman settlement, Texas, Illinois, Ohio
and Missouri were considered. Missouri was chosen and Hermann to
this day benrs the stamp of the or
iginal German colons'.
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fication. The few negroes In Hermann all speak the Oerman langmg"
Probably Oerman speaking
fluently.
negroes are unknown outside of oas- conaile county. The older Germans,
employ the ifclalcct of southern andmidland Germany, w hile near Her- maim Is a large colony of Swiss peo-

g,

They hold ideas conenforcement.
(Ity Waller WIIIIhiiW.)
trary to the general belief in MisIn Jlprniann. Mo., lives a peculiar souri
as
to
closing, but when
Sunday
people. The town, established In 1S36
Folk undertook to enforce
as a "tiernian settlement." by a so- Governor
to Sunciety at Philadelphia,
haft been a the laws of the state relative
closing, he found no more corseparate community all those years. day
dial supporters than the people of
In the midst of an Knglish-speaki- n
ptate Its people have clung to the Hermann, despite their disbelief in
German language ami to tht quaint the Justness pf the law.
Sunday was a fete day In the
customs brought from the Fatherland
a half century neo. They are thrifty. quaint old town. The public school
ober,
hut possess many Manifest and the gala day of the
foreign traits that to the visitor ap- county fair was on Sunday. The festivities and dances of the lodges and
pear odd In the extreme.
so far societies came on Sunday. Baseball
In no other Missouri town
as history records does there exist games, boat excursions and picnics
a Oerman school chartered by the were on that day. Places of busihad
state and supported by taxes levied ness were open on Sunday and Herupon nil the people of the town. In been since the pioneer days of
town
to
came
Country
mann.
folk
other communities Oerman is taught to purchase
ami to pray. Yet when
as a foreign laneuaae.
In Hermann
English Is taught as a foreign lan- Governor Folk referred to the Gerguage. Oerman Is taught in every man citizens of Missouri, particularly
arrade of the public school from the those of Hermann, he paid them. In
klrtdergarten to the senior year in the a seech at the 1'nlverstty of Mishigh school. The graduates of the souri, this tine compliment:
"They ore the most
Hermann high school, knowing well
people In the
German and Knglish. have won suc- and
cess In the business world and In the world. When they find the enforceranks of higher education at the Mis- ment of Sunday closing means simply upholding the majesty of the law,
souri state university and elsewhere.
The Oerman school has an endow- and not the whim of the executive,
ment of 112.000 contributed voluntar- I believe they will support It. They
ily by public spirited citizens, while may not agree with me as to the wisthe Knglish school, under the same dom of the law; but so long as It Is
roof, has also .'n endowment.
The the law, the expression of the soverspecial charter given by th losi'li-tur- e eign will of the people of Missouri,
to the school directs thr.t the they will uphold Its enforcement until
trustees "shall never permit any j
it is repealed."
religious doctrines to be
With all Its Sunday opening Ideas.
taught In said school." It eli pro- Hermann Is a most peaceful and orvides thnt this school "shall forever derly town. Its first calaboose or
remain a German school In whl:h 'ill Jail was built less than two years
branches of science and education ago. Disorderly conduct Is seldom
shall be taught in the German lan- seen on its streets. The transgresguage."
sors In this quaint town of Missouri
who have
are usually
Millions of Gallons of Wluc.
learned to curb their appetites
of all the wine placeJ not
so
in
of
the
midst
of
much
the proon the market In the United Sntes duction of grape.
omes from Hermann. Out of 3 milDid Not Favor Churches.
lion gallons reported as surplus shipIn the early days of Hermann the
ments In Missouri 2.950.O00 gallons town
not as liberal totrustees.
are from Gasconade county, of which wards churcheswere
as they were towards
Her- wine making.
Hermann Is the metropolis.
They
refused to domann stands In a class to itself
denominations, preamong Missouri towns In the produc- nate to religious
the use of schoolhouses for
tion of wine. Almost all that produc- cluded
religious services and declined to sell
ed in Gasconade county comes from land
for
church edifices even under
Hermann or IU immediate surround- as generous
conditions as had been
ing country districts. The wine in- extended to the
purchasers of wine
dustry there dates back to the stren- lots. Shortly afterward,
however, nils
uous days of Hermann's beginning. antagonistic attitude changed
and
In pioneer times the German settlers the town trustees opened the school-house
of Hermann experimented with the
religious
persuasions
to
and
wild grape and failed. They then sold lots all
for church houses on most
Introduced the cultivated grrape. The liberal terms,
advertising
first movement towards successful their Intentions theyIn even
St. Louis and
production, came when the trustees Philadelphia
newspapers.
of Hermann made generous offers of church buildings may be foundThree
lots in the town and land In the sur- Hermann, the Catholic, the Evangeli-in
rounding districts to nil parties who cal
the Methodist. The Methowould grow grapes, Under liberal dist and
employs both the English
of and church
conditions of payment
languages In its services,
the email purchase price each year whileOerman
the work of the Evangelical and
interest, Catholic
for ten years, without
churches
is conducted
brought about the sale of 600 vine
In the German language.
lots at $50 a lot. The land sold, while
might
expected
be
As
in a German
not adapted to general agriculture, community,
music and the drama
was admirably suited to fruit raising;. have been specially
patronized.
Near- Nurseries were founded and wine j ly every citizen of the town, old
or
cellars.
The wine Industry has outstripped ganizatlon. A brass band. passing
The last under the pious name of "The Aposall others at Hermann.
twenty years have been the golden tle
has long been In existence.
age of grape culture. The Virginia, TheBand,"
lodge of Odd Fellows conthe Concord, the Delaware and other ducts local
ritualistic work in
grapes have proved their hardiness Oerman.all of the are
only ten other
to withstand
Missouri's changeful such lodgesThere
seven In St.
in
Missouri;
climate. One firm at Hermann has Louis, one In St. Joseph, one
the largest wine cellar east of Cali- sas City and one In Lexington.In KanThe
fornia and ships the Missouri wine Hermann lodge is named for the Ger-men
to all sections of the globe.
martyr,
patriot
and
Robert
peOther leading products of this
newspaper
A German
has
culiar Missouri town, are beer, whis- Blum. published
nt Hermann for over
ky and shoes. Situated as It Is on the been
a
Only
century.
recently
half
Missouri river, steamboat traveling English edition has been Issued. an
More
lias been of special interest.
The streets and sidewalks in Herof the smaller vessels that ply the mann
place this town of less than
river are owned by men in Hermann 2.000 population
ahead in this rethan in any other town in the Mis- gard of many Missouri
towns of
souri valley.
larger
A board sidegrowth.
much
In the center of the town stands walk is unknown In Hermann
and
a market house, more than fifty every main street in the community
was expected is macadamized or paved with brick.
years old, built when
that Hermann would become a sec- y The original charter of the town gave
ond Berlin or Leipsic. It is a
of trustees comprehensive
brick building in the middle of the board
and they used these powers
a broad street. Long age the busi- powers
In behalf of good streets
vigorously
ness of the town moved away from and good sidewalks.
property
it. The lower floor was provided with owner refused to pave Ifthea street
in
stalls for butchers and provisioned. front of his property or to put down
The upper story consists of one large sidewalks, the board of trustees Im- hall and until the completion of the mediately took the matter In hand,
fine new city hall a year ago, was put down the paving or sidewalks
used for meetings of the town trus- ' and
tees and various town organizations er. collected from the property own-- i
and clubs. The Hermann market is
The board of trustees also had
but a remembrance, a monument of t'mwer
to "orevent the furious and
pioneer days of Hermann's pictures unnecessary
running, galloping, ridque history.
ing
or driving any horse or mule
The pure food law was enforced within
to erect and maintown;
said
in Hermann long before state or nahospitals; to prevent the introtion had even thought of such an tain
ofcontagious diseases, and
enactment: The rule controlling the duction
secure the general health of the
sale of foods in and around the mar- to
money. If it be nectown;
to
borrow
ket enacted and adopted by the board
essary, for paving or grading of
of trustees in 1S54 are strict regu- streets,
supplyerecting
warehouses,
lations of the sale of food stuffs. per-A ing water or making other public
imcurious provision was that "no
to prevent or restrain
son is allowed to buy more provisions provements;
firing
meeting
of
of slaves, the
than necessary for his family use." the
to regulate and establish
Kach purchaser of a stall In the mar- firearms,
to erect and repair bridges,
ket was required to offer meat for markets,
open, establish, widen, extend and
sale at least three times a week. It to
streets,
avenues, lanes, alleys
repair
was forbidden to sell liquor at the and public squares;
to drain sewers
market and to keep
market place during the decayed
the same clear; to graduhours. All unwholesome or
pave
ate,
Improve
and
the streets of
articles carried to the market were
town; to erect and repair
confiscated or destroyed by the mar- said
wharves by the Inhabitants thereof;
attempting and
ket master and anywasoneseverely
if any of them fall or refuse to
ito make such sale
perform the part assigned to them,
The market master Issued this the
trustees may hire the same to be
furtker order: "Butter, eggs, poultry,
and levy and collect the price
vegetables, etc., are not permitted to done
falling or
thereof
be offered for sale during the mar- refusing."on the persons so
town, withket hours at any place in AU
Is the
An old Hermann custom
persons
out the market place.
posting of funeral notices on the teleacting against said ordinance shall graph
gate
posts;
poles
the
and
ptjr a fine of no less than Jl and no bordered bills, giving a sketch ofblack
the
more than $5.
life and the death with a statement
is not permitted to sell sau- as
"It
to
when
funeral
the
where
and
sages, hashed meat, ham, bacon, salt is to be held.
and dried meat during the market
Only a limited number of the older
hours at any place in the town withof Hermann will fall to reout the stalls In the market house, citizens
in English to an inquiry ad
by pounds, but it shall not be forbid- spond
to them in English.
The
the dressed
den to sell by wholesale without perfew English upeaking Teslnents of
tails at the market place. All
exception
ac
without
have
Hermann
sons disregarding this ordinance shall quired some knowledge or German.
be fined for 13."
children of these Knglish speak
and
Kumlay t'lofing ill Hermann.
ing residents take the German course
Hermann citizens believe in law- in the public schools without modi
law-abidi-
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER

T

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

t

Carrlai the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

00CsCs900000000U

forts availed him nothing.
one day Judge Bennet was walk
lug downtown and was accosted by a
friend, a prominent member of tliJ
Franklin county bar.
i.
"Judge, how did you come out on
your fight against the liverymen; did
you m in out or not '."'
"Well," said Judge Bennet. "w
we
com promised the matliT.
coin promised it."
"I am mighty glad to hear that
Judge, and if It's no secret 1 would
like to know the terms of the com
promise."
"Us no secret at all. no secret; I
merely agreed to quit grumbling
complaining and kicking, ami they
ugreed not to put any of their ve- hiclm In jny parlor.
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FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

i

,

RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.
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THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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EL

The kind
PORCH
GOOD5 we received in
our recent CAR LOAD
of FURNITURK maki
summer a pleasure.

SHRINERS

MKQ

ClTiZEH.

WILL PRO- -

UNCLE SAM

Just a Word

of

A

Large assortment
Rockers, Dressers,

"El roadie" May Be Its
Have Been
Elected.

Name-Officer-

r RICES that
make YOUR FOCKET
BOOK LAUGH.
Etc., at

LEAD

TO DESTROY SILVER

SABE

Co

TO

CLUB

ELKS'

PARADE

CITY

Kl Piiso, Texas, May 16. That the
Quien Sabe club will be led in their
procession in Philadelphia by a
pseudo troupe of bull fighters has
been definitely decided upon, but no
toreador uniforms have ua yet been
procured.
J. J. Connor and J. J. Crawford are
looking after the costumes and have
entered into negotiations with Felix
Robert, of Juarez, from whom they
have hopes of getting the necessary
suits. They also are In correspondence with Los Angeles costume dealers, and, if they cannot get the Juarez suits, they will get some from the
other people.
Seven suits must be procured, five
of which are for those who fight on
foot and two for the mounted

Silver Cly. May 18. Fire broke
out in the center of one of the business blocks in this crty with the wind
blowing a sale and It looked for
awhile as if the greater part of the
bualnens portion of the town was in
danger.
The fire company got three streams
of water playing on it, and In a very
it
short time got it under control and
was extinguished without a very great
loss.

SELLS RANCH

Fonizelooo
Denver, Colo., May 16. The great
Charles B. Rhodes ranch at Deer
Trail was sold by Colorado Land
Headquarters, through the Colonial
Securities company, on Wednesday to
Kneelun Dockstaeder of Lenox, la.
The ranch comprises 12,000 acres and
is one of the finest in eastern ColoThe price paid for it wus
rado.
J126.000.
The ranch was bought many years
ago by Mr. Rhodes und it has been
one. of the largest cattle ranches in
the state. It was sold by Mr. Rhodes,
through Colorado Land Headquarters, about two months ago to Omaha
and Kansas City capitalists. They, in
turn, gave it over to the Seventeenth
street land people for resale. The
advance over the price the Kansas
City and Omaha capitalists paid for
it and the price they sold for was
marked, being another striking example of the advance in the price of
lands in eastern Colorado.
It is Mr. Dockstaeder's intention to
raise hogs on a large scale. The low
lands on the property will be utilized
to raise alfalfa, while the high lands
will be devoted to peas and barley.
It has been the theory of most
American farmers that the corn-fe- d
pork was the best, but in Holland,
whence comes the best bacon in the
world, the hogs have been fed on
peas and barley exclusively for years.
The property In question is particularly well arranged for a gigantic
hog ranch, having as it does miles
and miles of sheus in excellent repair
sufficient
and the facilities for raising
feed for thousands of porkers, towater.
running
gether with abundant
The Kansas City and Omaha capitalists have bought several ranches
and unimproved tracts in eastern
Colorado in the last year and have
turned each over again at a handsome profit. They bought the Rhodes
ranch purely as an investment and
intended to hold it for a year, but
the offer made them for it was so
flattering that they decided to sell.
The new owners have not yet decided whether to put the ranch back on
the market in its entirety or to cut it
up into small farms. L'pon the ranch
are two reservoir sites which, if a
reservoir were built and Hood waters
stored, would irrigate about 2,500
acres of land. The new owners may
possibly do this.
The double sale, as It were, of the
that
demonstrates
Rhodes ranch,
eastern capitalists realize the money
to be made in buying Colorado lands.
Colorado Land Headquarters has also
pending with eastern investors the
sale of several other large ranches
that it Is proposed by the buyers to
colonize or to cut up into smaller
farms.
DEAD TO WORLD

Shrhiors
met In
the Masonic Temple Tuesday night
and effected preliminary organization toward the establishment of a
shrine In this city, the charter for
the shrine here being granted by the
conclave of the Mystic Shrine In Ljs
Angeles Last week.
Officers
were elected and those
present signed their names to the
charter membership list. The list is
with Recorder A. H. Richards, and
local Shrlners who were not present
at the meeting may sign it before it
Is forwarded to the Imperial temple.
Some discussion was indulged in at
the organization meeting over what
name shall be applied to the local
shrine.
Postmaster J. A. Smith,
while In Los Angeles last week, was
told that the words "Kl Madlee" were
the equivalent in Arabic for the EngNo decision was
lish "The Pass."
arrived at in regard to the name,
which will be investigated further
before it Is legally adopted.
The
officers elected were:
Potentate H. C. Mvles.
Chief Rabban C. H. Leavell.
Assistant Rabban Scott White.
High Priest and Prophet K. R.
Carpenter.
Treasurer J. A. Smith.
Recorder A. H. Richards.
Oriental Guide F. W. Brown.
There are said to be in the neighborhood of 175 Shrlners In the city
who will compose a good list of charter members for the local shrine to
start with. Besides these there are
eligible Masons In
about seventy-fiv- e
the city who have signified their Intentions of taking the shrine.
HKAD

ltIG RHODES HOLDINGS AT PEER
TRAJIi 'll AXGK HANDS AT
THIEVES
HIGH FIGURE.

s

Kl Paso. May 16.
Local
to the number of forty-seve- n

Cir. Coal and Second

FIRE THREATENS QUO

Mr. Clothes Buyer!

TEMPLE

of

W.V.Futrelle furniture

TECT THE EAGLE

:

Denver. Colo., May 10 l,i order to
make more certain
fulfillment of
the terms of the trea'v hctween the
o concerning
Me
I'nlted States and
the waters of the Rio Grande, the department of the interior at Washington has promulgated an order which
prohibits the general land office from
granting any further applications for
water rights on the upper Rio Grande
In Colorado and New Mexico.
The order is made retroactive and
applies to applications which Involve
the diversion or storage of not ex- ceeding 1.000 acre-feof water per
annum.
This action was taken upon
the recommendation of Acting Director Riser, of the United states geological survey, who maintains that
unless the diversion of water in the
upper Rio Grande Is stopped the
Kngle dam In New Mexico will be
prevented from storing enough to
per an- supply the 60,000 acre-fee- t
num to Mexico provided for In the
treaty of December 21, 1!W6.
The authorities base their action In
declaring the rights of the Kngle dam
to date from 103, upon the fact that
the construction of Elephant Butte
dam was begun at that time, and that
Its location being so near the Kngle
site three miles away when that
project was abandoned, the Kngle site
succeeded to the rights surrendered
by the builders of the projected Elephant Butte reservoir.
The rights about the upper Rio
Grande may be revoked, the purpose
being to ascertain Just what effect
diversion water in Colorado and New
Mexico would have upon the inflow to
the Kngle dam.
1
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FUNERAL
Leavenworth, Kan.. May 16. The
pardon granted by President Roosevelt in the case of William January,
alias Charles W. Anderson, the Kansas City business man, who was arrested on April 9 In that city, eight
years after he escaped from the federal prison here, was received today
by Warden R. W. McClaubry and
read to the prisoner. The pardon
provides that January be given his
freedom on July 19, next.
Colic. Cholera nm.
Clinmbcrlaln's
Diarrhoea Remedy.
There is probably no medt.Mr.
made that Is relied upon with more
Implicit confidence than Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Dlanhoe.
Remedy. During the third of a cen
tury in which It has been in use. people have learned that It is the one
remedy that never falls. When reduced with water and sweetened it is
pleasant to take. For tale by al
druggls's.

Evansvllle, Ind., May 16. By express direction of W. F. G. Schneider,
an old soldier, a band plaved "Hot
Time in the Old Town Tonight" and
"Ach, du Llebr Augustine" over his
grave. Following the funeral
the
friends were brought from the cemetery to an uptown saloon and there
treated with beer at the dead man's
expense.
by
Prompted
curiosity, a great
crowd filled the little undertaking
shop where the funeral was held.
Hundreds, attracted by the event,
followed the band to the cemetery,
while "So Long. Mary," "Down Where
the Wuerrburger Flows" and "Not
Because Your Hair Is Curly" made
the occasion seem like a picnic.
o
Schneider before his death placed
To Chicken renters.
200 in the hands of one of his
' "ng good
Maus'ard'a Mills are
friends. Otis Schindler, and left written directions how it should be spent. wheat at $1.40 per 100 lbs.

Mount Vesuvius, has arrived here and
been cordially received by the authorHe la looked upon by the naities.
tives still here as a lunatic, because
he is not only arriving when they aie
all trying to escape, but even Is ascending the volcano of Stromboll, declaring that he considers the situation
The
most interesting for his study.
fishermen and peasants are gaining
bevisit,
much confidence from his
lieving it will bring good luck and
mean a cessation of the eruption.
After visiting the volcano Mr. l'erivt
wrote the following for the Associated
Press:
"The exceptional duration of the
present eruptive period of Stromboll
seems due to its explosive character.
abnormally
The volcano remuins
quiet for many days, and then an explosion shakes the island und the
crater emits a gigantic column of
ashes and stones. From a survey of
present paroxysms I deduce that the
crisis has passed."
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The Board of County Commissioners of McKlnley county. New Mexico,
will receive sealed proposals for the
erection and completion of a court
house and Jail building, to be erected
In llallup, .New Mexico.
Bids to be
submitted separately for court houso
jail.
and
A certified check for five hundred
dollars will be required to accompany
the proposals, to assure the good
faith of the bidders.
Proposals will be received up to 4
o'clock p. m., Monday, June 3rd,
1907, at the office of the clerk of the
board. Plans and specifications can
be seen at the office of J. L. LaDriere,
Albuquerque. X. M., or at the clerk's
office In Oallup.
The board reserves the right to reject any or all bids.
F. W. MEYERS.
Clerk of the Ronrd of County Commissioners, (iallup, Xew Mexico.
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TWO WEEKS

max hypnot- ago when he ran a Jlmson bar into

izes himself am) cannot

his thumb. He says: "The doctor
wanted to amputate it but I would
not consent. I bought a box of Buck-lin- s
Arnica Salve and that cured the
dangerous wound." 25c at all

jjal'fmcd docdespair of saving
his lite.

aw.awen

tors

A Narrow Excape.
G. W. Cloyd, a merchant, of Plunk,
Mo., had a narrow escape four years

Worcester, Mass., May 16. More
two weeks ago Andrew H. Simpson, one of the most prominent me
In Southbridge, hypnotized
himself
and cannot be brought out of thi
state of unconsciousness which he
has been in continuously since that
time.
For several years Mr. Simpson has
been devoted to the study of hypnotism and his powers along that line
were well developed. Some time before his family found him unconscious he had remarked that he was
reading of a Very interesting case of
hypnotism.
It was one in which the subject had
hypnotized himself and had remained
dead to the world for two weeks.
Impressed with the case, Mr. Simpson tried It on himself and so successfully that Huston and Worcester
doctors and specialists have been unable to r"Ue him. He remains dead
rid, is In a critical condilio.1
to the
despair of saving his
and
life.
The case has astounded the
fiaternity.
iindie.il

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second Street, between Railroad nd
Copper Avenue.

IKILLthe COUCH

Thos. F. Keleber
DKVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.
C.

dr-"gl- sts.

breaking in

No

and

WITH

LUNGS

tm

CURE

Dr. King'0

Nov Discovery
Wee
ft $1.00
fohCOUGHSani 60c
FrM Trial.
0NSUMPTIGN
OLDS

Surest and Quickest Cure for alt
THROAT and LUNO XHOVB
LKS, or MONET BACK.

NOTTS

needed

PENNYROYAL
PILLS
They ovtrrom Wa$tni, trrejr
lartiv and onilMions,.norea
and ban inn " palm of

vigor

menatma-Hun-

."

They aisj " Ml MttfiV'
woman hootl, aitttnii dw
vHopment of ortfitna and body. N
known rtrnfity for womwi efjiat
thm. i'annot (to hrm lift b
contra a Mennnr-- . Ml iter Im

toylrlf ft

V "mil.
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Hold hv

ANN A BOM.

DON J.RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATk
LOANS.

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Bolldlna

A. E. WALKER,
rmm

the foot

-

INSURANCE

The flexible sole Red Cross Secretary Mutual Building Assootap
tlon. Office at 217 West Ralliw)
comfort a ble from avenue.
Vie start.
The burning and aching W.-- E.
MAUGEW
stiff
caused

t,

soles and the
by
evils of thin soles are pre-

vented by the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
feet for hours at a time with
comfort.
A stylish
shoe that's

i

w

absolutely
comfortable
i
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HUNDREDS OF HALES OF COTTON ROTTING IX A STREET IN M EM I HIS.
the
After the rush season this cotton value which farmers,
000.000 and I20.000.nno during
factors
and
Past season on account of shortage of has been spilled out and allowed to buyers have lost in this district.
dry. The very best that can be pickVet the outside world has hardly
ca rs.
does not bring more than heard a whimper from the south
Most of this loss was due to ex ed from it per
one
low
pound
as
ts
cent
and
season. There have been very
this
posure of the cotton to the elements
Cent. That figures as low as $2.50 few failures in any direction
and
in the streets of cotton centers like
possibly
high
as
bale,
only the other day the first was rea
as
and
Memphis while awaiting transporta- for
per
$5
in
bale.
United
corded
commisthe
States
situation
the
tion. The railroad
An ordinary bale of cotton should sioner's office.
country over, especially In the east
To avoid the possibility of another
and middle west is blamed. Thou- bring more than $00 when the price
sands and thousands of bales of cot- Is close around ten cents per pound. such season, the railroads and steamship
companies have combined with
more
It has been estimated that
ton have lain In one place, after bills
of lading were issued consigning It to than 200.000 bales of cotton have factors to build immense storage
gone to the bad here this season. warehouses.
all parts of the arth.
Those are regarded as low figures.
All winter long cotton has been unWe do it right. ROCGH DRY. Im- Figured at $4 5 per bale, It would
hall
sheltered in the streets.
Kaln.
('00,000
In
cash peris) Laundry Co.
and snow have fallen, literally soak- - mean nearly
&

FOR

"Just

LIVERY. SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mule Bought and

408 Watt Railroad Avnoa

'

..

priced

For stomach troubles, biliousness
and constipation try Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Many
remarkable cures have been effected
by them. Price, 25 cents. Sample
tree. For sa'e by all
o
Subscribe for The Trrenrng Cldieim

JAP-A-LA-

Memphis, Tenn.. May 16. It is es- ing the product until it has rotted like
timated that cotton factors ond grow- - a decayed apple.
ers in the south lost between $10,- - were overcrowded. The warehouses
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MAN
DELL
Furnishing
Fine

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.

of Millions to Cotton Men
VU

"Just

Shoe is

Car Shortage Causes Loss

Stromboll, May 16. Frank Alvord
Perret, of Brooklyn, N. V., assistant
director of the Royul observatory on

923.00.

90,

ctht-r- .
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Clothing &

REACHES THE PRISON

AND SIMILAR
LIVELY AIRS WERE PLAY"- KD, AS DEAD MAN RE- -

here

right."

AT

.MlltV,"

$12.00

.

furnishings.
We've a complete line of
The "little things" that all good dressers want "just

right."

STROIOLI

NATIVES THINK AMERICAN IS
IIIAZV FOR CLIMBING VOLCANO WHOSE ACTIVITY IS
FROM
THEM
DRIVING
THEIR HOMES.

( lilmgo
MADE CLOTHING.
An opportunity to get such, exceptional values seldom
comes during the season.
Come and see what we offer try on these garments.
UNION

SI

j

j

'S

TUNES

SO LONG

'

MARVELWhirlingSprey

24.

HIS
Globe, Ariz., May 16. At an early
hour Sunday morning Hanger R. L.
Anderson's horse was stolen from in
front of Seebold & JVIurdock's saloon,
where the animal had been recently
hitched by the owner.
J. F. Uriggs,
who learned of the theft, states th.it
he went in quest of an officer to take
the trail of the thief, and when near
the approach to the small footbridge
opposite the Pasquale Nlgro block ho
was struck on the right cheek with
a rock, which was thrown by some
one whom he did not see. His face
was cut and badly bruised, and it
hardly is necessary to state that his
hunt for a minion of the law stopped
Soon after the horse
right there.
disappeared a Mexican entered Lyman Woods' saloon and stole a pair
of blankets, escaping through the
back door.
Whether there was any
connection between the theft of the
horse and the blankets is not known.

Kohn Brothers

et

STEAL
GAY

Have you purchased your summer suit?
If not, be fair with yourself this time and read cart-full- y
what We have to say.
It's money saved If you do.
You will need a summer suit here's your chance.
A complete line of garments that for stylo,
nobby
ratterns, fit, workmanship and wearing qualities are
unexcelled; manufactured by

Government Will See That
Mexico's Rights Are Not
Infringed L'pon

tl.

Nt. 8i, RtJ Oca
faunl Colt Btutitr,
S4-0-

Oxfords,
$3-5-

'

ron t an aoi
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Bay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders fo
this line with us.
NORTH TH ItD BT.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
All Kinds of

Stram

Fresh and Salt
Factory.

SauHnge

EMIXi KLIENWORT
Masonic Building, North Third Btrs

D. A. SLEYSTER

0

High Shoes,
$4.00
Let us fit you.

INSURANCE. REAL ESTAT1
NOTARY PUBLIC.

CHAPLIN

WFJI.
121

WOOL

with Raube and Mauger
Office, US North First SC
ALBCQIERQUE.
N. If.

Railroad Avoaua

Rooms 13 and 14 Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque. Telephone No. 11.
Give ui your ROUGH DRY worlt,
Monday, and get It back Wednesday,
Imperial Laundry Co.
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Newport. R. I., May 15. A means
' f escaping from the submerged boat
octopus should she
be punctured
or it from any other accident her ap
pliances should fail to raise her from
the bottom, was demonstrated this af
ternoon in her competitive test with
me submarine boat Lake.
Since the submarine boat Porpoise
dropped "dead" to the bottom in 120
tett of water, four years ago and
those aboard struggled at the hand
pumps in relays a long time before
they could raise her, such possibilities
were met by the Octopus todav
nae neen or very serious concern.
Tile appliance used today Is called a
marine Jacket and U the inventloii
of L. Y. Spear, designer, and Capt. F.
T. Cable, of the Octopus, who have
made a practical adaptation of oxalite
powder, discovered by a Frenchman.
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99m oa
its Location
BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE STSTEM
LEADiNO EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS C1TT, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25iH0
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
T

STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COST.
ING $18,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.600 PEOPLE: SEVERAL LARGE
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
THE
BELEN
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT, WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IS THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
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COME

TO BELEN, H. IB.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
Pres:

WM. M. 6ERGER,

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS,
MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
S.

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY
S
CASH.
MAT REMAIN ON NOTE,
WITH MORTGAGE
SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

WITH

8

PER CENT biTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

o

jOHN BECKER,

KOa44444044
Koa4aa4K
A Railway Center

Sec'y
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ALBUQUERQUE

THOU RIGHT.

TELEGRAPHIC
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New York Stocks.
Denver. Colo.. May 16 Fair liH-i-tn- ut
Ociilii'r cotton
ami Frhlav. warmer
Amalgamated
Copper
pillion tonight.
American Smelter
American Cur Foundry
TKAIN AltlttVALS.
Atchison
Anaconda
On lime,
Baltimore ami ()il
N.i. i On time.
Brooklyn Rapid Transit ....
No. 9 On time.
Canadian Pacific
i 'olorado
Nii.S
on time.
Fuel
No. 4 on time.
hicagii Great Western com
nlnlit

JUST SHOES

$2.50
1.83
1.75
1.50
1.50

.

MF.VS WOltK KHOF.S.,
MF.VS OXFOItOS
WOMKX S SIIOFS
WOMEN'S OXFORDS .,
WOMEN'S SI.irPF.ltS ..
CHILDREN'S SIIOKS
CHILDREN'S LOW SHOES

omo. w.

r. r.

inorninK.
J. A. Sutherland and I.. M. Serv- lee, two conductors on the coast line.
are in the city today, registered at tilt

'

Sturges.
The skating rink will be closed tonight because of the high school ex- erclses. Will be open again Satur
day night.
George A. Flannlgan. traveling rei
resentative for Colliers' Weekly, with
headquarters at Denver, is In the city
today on business.
returned to
Madam Steward-Lam- b
the citv last night from a visit of
several weeks' duration to .Southern
California.
Attorney It. H. Hanna. of Santa Fe.
in unending a few days In Albuouer- Hanna
me on business. Attorney
expects to locate In this city during
the coming month.
Dr. L. K. Krvien has returned to
his home." in UUs city after several
davs nt Santa Fe In attendance on
the sessions of the Dentistry Board
of which he la a member.
who attended
W. D. McFarran,
the Shrlner conclave at Los Angeles,
II
has returned to Albuquerque.
was accompanied by Mrs. McFerran
M. McHugh. a ball player, arrived
this morning from Denver and was
out this afternoon practicing with
the Browns, who will make the Hos- well trip.
.
Miguel
Otero, of
Santa Fe, and his little son, are
spending a few weeks at the headquarters of the Salado Live Stock
company, Pastura, Guadalupe county,
Fred Plomteaux, of Santa Fe, for
merly a driver for the Globe Express
company, at Santa Fe Is now an ex
press messenger for the Wells-Farg- o
on trains between tins city ami Las

to

3.50

t.00
5.00
.1.50

3.00
2.73
2.10

maynaro

I

Our etock Is much too large, we wish to reduce It ami to this
end will extend to our patrons the privilege of making their own
elections for the next forty days at greatly reduced prices. All
goods, as usual, will be found marked In plain figures, from which
we shall deduct a special

15 PER CENT FOR SPOT CASH
Nothing reserved which sells above $2.60. We mention this as
there are a few articles handled by us which we are forbidden to
This will be a Golden Opiiortunlty which we trust
cut prices on.
Come In and Inspect our stock.
many will embrace.

The

HICKOX-MAYNAR-

I

CO.

D

MEW MEXICO'S LEA DINQ JEWELERS

South Second St.

The Arch Front

Large Measure
Heavy Weight

ii

Lucca Olive Oil

623-62-

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

32

1

Grocery

Go.

MATTETJCCI BROS.
Pbon
W. TUeras Ave.

4

W.R.R. Ave.

I

St

CO.

HARDWARE

Tinners

Alaska Refrigerators
Our

--

j-

tii5w?sailj)

Line of

Savin

ii m

lce Pad

Refrig-

KEsfflS

erators
is the
most

complete
in the city

Water
'Coolers

1

AJTl

tain Ice
Cream
Freezers

I

Daven- -

NSi
'jjN

Plf

'

ftfeS

Water
Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest
THE

EVERITT

Palace

Diamond

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Out niasa. ( lock, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUAllE DEAL.

N. ire Ctfs
Louisville and Nashville
Missouri Pacific
National Lead
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Ontario and Western
Pennsylvania
Reading com
Hock Island com
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Railway com
1'nliin Pacific
C. S. S. com
S. S. pfd
f. eene
Cananea
Shannon
alumet and Arizona
Copper Range
North Buttts
liutte Coal
i ld
Dominion
mta Fe Copper

Stannll, of this city, has
returned from Santa Fe. where he
a
license to practice dentistry
secured
the den
after an examination before
tistry board. He will open an office
here.
Prof. J. E. Clarke, superintendent
of public Instruction, has left the
Canital Citv fiir Haton, where he will
deliver the commencement address
at the graduating exercises of the
high school.
Ed. Tafoya, sheriff of Siena coun
ty, arrived here last night, after tak
lng Francisco Baca, suspected accom
nlice In the Madrid murder case, t)
the penitentiary, at Santa Fe for safe
Dr.

C. M.

...
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not only right in looks,
but right in making and
in style. These clothes
keep shape; tailored right
We price them right.

$20.00
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Phone 185

Coal
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Call

Marx

and see them

STERN
Railroad Avenue Clothier

SBRnlOM
The

oooooooooooooooooooooooooo
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NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Copptr Ave., Tel. 74

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools S

;

6.50.

mu

TllK

McCotmick Hat veste

s

None Better

and Mowers

MACKEREL

IMPORTED

New Mackerel Fresh consignment just received.
Mammoth Bloaters, each, 40c.
Family Size, each, 25c.
Medium 5ize, each, I 5c.
Small Size, each, IOC.
All Imported, Extra Fancy Stock, Nothing
Finer on the Market.

Just what you
want.
Just what you
need.
The Season's Newest
and Latest.
T5fj2

Ideal Shoe
Store

Owing to our Increased Business we have
iound it necessary to move mio i,arger
Quarters and in the future we will be located at

o

ot

v

v

Is the place for fashionable and timely
footwear.

ot

High Grade Shoes

5D2 West Railroad Ave.

Our Specialty

Where we will be glad to serve the public
o
as in the past
I

The IDEAL SHOE STORE 3

Reliance Electric & Cons'. Co.
B02

For.

Wet Railroad

Avenue.

Leon

U

21

H

ertzag,

Maiager

West Railroad Avt

SALK

WMBTMEY

COMPANY

Wholesale Distributors

0

15c

lb

1

MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

Is now going on at the Cash Buy
ers' Union. Be sure and get some of
these big bargains:
$2.93
Amigo J3.50 shoes
J2.50
Barton Bros.' $3.60 Shoos
Big lot of ti Shoes, large size.. $1.33
Uirls' $1.33 and $1.50 Shoes,
$10t)
sizes Mo 3
lollies' Oxfords, all reduced.
$3.00
Ladles' Waist.". 25c to
$6.50
Ladies' Skirts. D0i? ti
Imixirted chiaaware, half price.
Coffee.

LAWN

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

WATER
COOLERS

Oniiiliil Livestock.
Omaha. May 16. Cattle receipts.
.ihii). Market steady
to stronger.
Western steers $ 3.50 ffl 5.25 ; Texas
steers $3.00 ft 4.50; cows and heifers
$2.5013.50;
I2.75fM.60:
canneis
stockers ami feeders $3.004.80; cal
ves $3.00 i' 5.50: bulls $3.004.75.
30.000.
Market
Sheen receipts
steadv. Yearling $5. 5!i 6. i a: weth
ewes $4.50J 5.80;
ers $r.r.06.1i:
lambs $7.501 8.60.

23c
cans No. 2 Tomatoes
of other bargains,
And hundred
t'oiue and look.
WANTED Good men, with clean
records, as agents for the Colorado
National Life Assurance Company.
Liberal contracts and good terrl-- t
v in New Mexico and Arizona
.;...:..
Prewltt & Prewltt. Mana-.- :
Commercial Club building.
millinery.
- i. ...k. birgains
in
I. it :
'S South Second street.
3

Stout, tall, short or thin our STEIN-BLOCmade Suits and Overcoats
will fit you, for these tailors have
made a study of odd Figures for
H

fifty'years, and have cut patterns
that will fit them stylishly, just as
they should in the proper places. A
try-ois all you have to do about it.
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New Line

$15.00 to $30.00 Per Suit

1

N

K' "V
'Received

1

Just

C P. CRANE
SI 2 North Second Street
MISS

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery
Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - -

FULLY WARRANTED

Specialty of

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

TICKETS

j

R.R

AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Of flat
Transactions
Cuarantooo

BOSENFIEIO'S,

118

W, R. R,

All

o

Not Made by the Trust

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

122 South Second

Hart Schatfncr

Of course you can buy
suits for less money and
right here if you wish
but we want to impress
on your mind that a few
extra dollars spent on a
H. S. & M. is the very
best investment you can
make.
Just received, some Iloys' and
Youths' nice stilts at very attractive prices.

Copyright 1907 by
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ity Livestock.
Kansas
Kansas Citv. May 16. Cattle re
ceipts 3,000, including 300 southerns.
Market steady. Southern steers i.stu
''(5.50; stockers and feeders $3.50fp
$3. 00 (ti 4.50:
cows
15:
southern
bulls $3.25fi 4.50; calves 13.60
5.50; western fed steers $4.25ii 5.50;
western fed cows $3.2 ii 4. 5.
Market
receipts 6000.
Sheep
t.i 10 cents lower. Muttons $5.75
6.75: lambs $6. 75 ir S.50 rac.lje wethers $5.30 'it 7.00; fed ewes $4,901?

VANN'S NKV FOUNTAIN'
KF.AL COLD DltlNKS.

We in Tit e

I

III

Q

$28.00

Pfp

8

n

to

JPM

I

i

i

7f4

K

8

:jh I Spring Lamb

4$

210 South Second

1

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

.lift

;

If You Have an Odd Figure,

II 119 West Gold

find Hart Shaf.
You'll and
Marx clothes

MARKET

Clilcmro Livestock.
Chicago, May 16. Cattle receipts
S.aiio. Market steady. Beeves 4.:o'ii
6.45; cows fl.soiM.Do: he'fera $2.70
fi 5.4u; calves $4.507 6.00; aojd to
Keeping. .
prime steers $3. 35i 6.45;- poor to me
Dr. F. N. Brown arrived In Albu dium $4.251 5.30; stockers and feed
aueruue yesteday fom Santa Fe en ers $2.!0i 5.15.
route to his home at Roswell. He Is
Slieep
receipts 10.000.
Market
a member of the Dentistry board and steadv to lOu lower. Western fl.GOfri
meeting
attending
a
6
was In Santa Fe
6.25; yearlings
$6.00i 60; limbs
of that body.
$6.251 S. 75; western Ib.Su'd ,...
A. If. Wolford, district attorney for
Money Market.
the seventh district, Is in Socorro
New York. May 16. Prime mer
setting the cases which will be tried
papers
o'j per cent; silver
on the criminal docket for the next cantile
term of the court at that place, which 65c; moii"y on call, steady. 22Vs.
will be on the first Monday In Jun
Metal Market.
Mrs. J. O. Gibson, of Topeka, and
Xew York. May 16. Lead dull,
her charming daughter, who have J 6.05 copper dull, 24.75 i 25.50.
been visiting Mrs. J. Motzenbacker
SH'lter Market-- .
for several weeks, left last night for
St. Louis. May 16. Spelter weak,
California, where they will spend the
7 '2 .
6.U
i
$6.35
summer months.
John Veuebale. clerk of the dls
St. Louis' Wool Market.
trict court, has won for himself a
St. Louis. May 16. Wool s'.saiy;:
new title, the broncho buster. Sever- unchanged.
al davs ago Venable was busy break
ing in several broncho ponies and
any
from top to toe, from
since then Mr. Venable has been anyForcause, pain,
apply Dr. Thomas fc.clee- feeling rather sore.
oil. I'uin can t stay where it is
It. P. Hott, cattleman anil rancher trlc
at Pagosa Springs, who was awaiting used.
the shipment of 2.000 head of cattle
It Mean.; Somctliiiiit to You.
from Deming to this city, and who
The Seventh Annual Sale In pianos,
then expected to drive them 175 now being conducted at our store,
niTTes overland to his range near Pa
means something to you. It means
gosa Springs, was Joined in this city that we are quoting prices and terms
last evening by his partner In bust that will enable you to place a piano
ness. George W est. They left over in your home. Ask us about it today.
o
land for Pagosa Springs to select a
route for driving the cattle Both will
Black tennis Oxfords, with rubber
return to Albuquerque about June soles for men, women and
Kith, at which time the cattle will be 50, 60. 65 and 75 cents, at C. May
shipped here. Inability to get cars Is Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad ave
causing the delay.
nue.
WANTED
Position as job compositor in good office. First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of
MHUHIll
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City,
STEWARD-LAM- B
1
La. State salary when writing.
This week, bargains in millinery,
Is showing the newest models Miss Lutz, 20s South second street.
11 XCH AT VAXX's
lUKl'ALO
Xi:V l OUNTAIN.
SAILORS AND VEILS
Doan'i Regulets cure constipation
without griping, nausea. nor any
Ask your druggUt
weakening
effect.
Call and see them
for them. 23 cents per box.

Mm. A. U. Meyer, VIS SoulU Third

62

kiL

MEAT

Summary nf Conditions.
1H.
New
May
American
York.
stocks in London steady, about
three
General electric will Issue
million dollars f per cent convert- -'
llcs.
Bank nf England rate unchanged.
Interstate Commerce commission
has not Issued its report on Harrimau
Investigation ami is not bound by op
inions of Its counsel.
Strong demand for stocks In loan
crowd especially Canadian Pacific,
D. & H. and Pennsylvania.
Chicago reports higher prices for
pig iron.
ngnt
will
All Virginia railroads
passenger rate legislation.
Secretary Cortelyou may can in ae- posits during summer in order to re
turn them at crop moving perion.

Vegas.

Groceri' , Meats, Poultry, Best

The Champion

Looks Right

r

I

Erie com

visiting friends here, left for her
fa.. yesterday
home in Meadville.

to $ 1.00

to
to
to
1. 10 to
1.00 to
100 to

hickox

HIGHLAND

D. It. D. com

MaiMDiT U. K. Pcllow. of the
will not lcae fur his vara- Hon trip until tonight,
K. Baca, n well known shoe merchant of Pena Mlnnra. N. M , is In
AllUiiiei(Ue today on business,
Col. .1. A. Wood, of floMen. mull- -'
ager of the Cold Bullion Mining Co.,
Is en route to Kl Paso on business.
Mrs. Mary ('.. Trlbby, who has lieeii

Shoes absorb our attention everv day from
morning to evening to the exclusion of everything else.
This is an age of specialization. We are
Shoe Specialists. Everything that is needed
in footwear for man, woman and child is here.
Our word that prices are as low as good
quality will permit.
.

MBHia

1

THAT'S ALL

MK.N S DIIKNS SIIOF.S

t

Tin itsnw, m.w 1. 107.
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MARKETS

The following quotations were re
ceived by F. J. Orat & Co.. brokers.
over their own nrlvate wires from
New York. Room 17. Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:

PA KAUKA1MIH
1

CITIZEN.

EVENING

Write
rift trt
4o,

it a,401,it a,

117. mouth
North rirtt

(!

I
Albuquerque,

TVevv

Mexico

i)
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0

